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raOOTCTIOH

Held of Stud/

There are many differeat types of flour mill3 producing many

diffei is of flour. This particular study, although many of

the problems and principle* involved are >. il bie to other types

of mills, is confinea to the industry engaged In the production

of wheat flour.

The study is further confine I wheat flour production

ustry in Kansas. The principles find practices Involved are

identic ..l in many re ctd equally applicable to the indus-

try as a whole, varying only in minor details in other states of

the United States of America.

Particular emphasis is placed on the peculiarities and prob-

lems of the Industry as concern:, accounting records and controls

necessitated by the economic aspects of the industry.

Purpose and Objectives

The purpose sjau object of the study Is to develop accounting

records and control; which will aid in the solution of economic

problems of at; with p irtlcular reference to price and

production policy.

-nomics is -iefined in Webster's dictionary as, "The science

.
tes the conditions end laws affecting the production,

distribution, and consumption of wealth n Accounting la de-

fined by the same source as, "The art or system of making up or

sttting accounts; the body of principles underlying the keeping

zplaaation of business accounts. Accounting draws from the



results furnished by the bookkeeper, inference as to the condition

and conduct of the business. «1 Accounting makes available a kit

of tools that may be used to aid in the science of investigating

the condition ws affecting the production and distribution

of wealth. The problem Is to select and adapt the proper tools

for the particular Job requirements.

Plan and Method of Approach

The lack of any considerable amount of published material on

ths subject of accounting technique for the flour milling Industry

leaves but one alternative in accumulating sufficient information:

that of personal interviews with men In the Industry. The selec-

tion of persons and firms contacted was made with only one purpose

in mind, that of cooperation In obtaining the information desired.

iults of the study are an accumulation of knowledge

. interviews, and published, typewritten, and mimeo-

graphed material from whatever sources available. All written

information la cited in the bibliography at the end of the thesis.

B0SI : ANIMATION ANP PRACTICES

porm of Business Knterprise

The corporate form of business enterprise Is predominant In

ths milling industry. There ara still a few partnerships but for

-V/obster, Webster's flew Collegiate Dictionary
(Springfield, Mass.tO. and C. '"rri-.Ti Com-iany), 1349, r. 6 aid p.
260.



the most part tha corporation predominates.

Incorporation does not Imply that ^took Is offered for sale

to the general public on the open market. Some mill stock Is

offsred to the public but the close corporation appears to be the

dominant characteristic of the milling industry. Stock in the

great majority of cases is closely held by members of a particular

family or families. Even some of the largest mills in the United

States are still family owned concerns.

Sales Contracts

Sales are customarily made through brokers, salesman located

in various market outlets, or by direct contact with customers

through the office sales force. The use of telephone, telegraph,

and teletype is extensive throughout the milling industry for sell-

ing, as well ka buying, contracts.

Brokers are those who, for a fee, bring parties together and

assist in negotiating contracts between them. Brokurs are common

factors In both buying and selling operations. In the sales con-

nection, the broker is a contact man through whoa flour contracts

may be negotiated with prospective flour purchasers.

The distinguishing characteristic of mill product sales is

that a large portion of flour sales are booked in advance. This

practice of forward bookings is accomplished by the use of flour

contracts which have been more or less standardized through the

offorts of the Millers' National Federation. Contracts may call

for delivery to bo made within a period of as much >,s ISO days,

or longer in some cases. As shipping directions are received by



the mill, tha flour Is produced and applied on the contract,

tions m;\y be received for the shipment of all, or any portion of

the flour, usually in car lots, at any particular time within the

contract period. The destination of the various shipments need

not be the same on all directions received.

Price of Flour

Since sales of flour are contracted in advance of production,

it becomes necessary to estimate many factors of cost in advance

in order to arrive at a price for thu flour at the date of sale.

The price of flour must provide for the cost of its production and

distribution, plus a profit factor. Price must of necessity be

adjusted or tempered by the prices at which other mills are will-

ing to sell their products of comparable quality.

There are many other factors affecting the price at which an

individual producer will sell flour. These are: 1. trade rela-

tion."} 2. public goodwill; 3. government regulations} 4. ultimate

effect of short run pricing policies on the market.

The market for flour is widespread. It extends to the corner

grocery, to the chain grocery, to the small and large bakeries,

and to the foreign markets. The price at which one quantity of

flour is sold will not necessarily affect the price of subsequent

sales. This situation has led to a widespread practice of price

differentials, or differences in prioes quoted to different types

of buyers varying according to the quantities purchas d, location,

potential future contracts, and many oth r factors.

The value of the basic raw material, wheat, is subject to

Various wo<.ld wide market conditions) consequently, its price will



vary froa day to day and perhaps from minute to minute. The value

of the by-products of flour production is also subject to similar

conditions. In view of these and other factors, it has become

standard procedure throughout the industry to determine flour

pricos by usinp, the current market price of wheat and feed at the

date of flour sale for future delivery.

As a basis for determining the selling price of flour for a

s'iven day, the sales department is furnished with cost data com-

puted by the accounting department in which there is shown: the

current price of wheat, the estimated number of bushels required

to make 100 pounds of flour, the quantity ana expected realizable

value of by-products (based on current quotations), the material

cost plus production expanse of 100 pounds of 100 per cert,

straight flour, and the differentials to be added for the differ-

ent grades (taking into consideration the expected realizable value

of resultant clears based on current market quotations)

.

Cost sheets similar to the one 3hown in Fig. 1 are used ex-

tensively in the Industry for computations of flour price. In

the cost sheet, the wheat price f.o.b. Kansas City is determined

by reference to the closing price of Kansas City basing option for

the month In which current trades are being made - May, July, Sep-

tember, or December. From this figure discounts are deducted or

premiums added to arrive at the cash wheat price of the quality

desired. This procedure is followed because it is almost Impos-

sible to determine the exact price- of certain grades of cash, or

spot, wheat at any particular time. This method is also con-

venient because the market news is readily available through such

facilities as radio, The Kansas City Orain Fiarfcet Review, and



cost sp 1

(Sales Sjislysis)

Wheat price f.o.b. Kansas City per bushel $£.£35

Less freight per bushel .165

Wheat price f.o.b. aill per bushel $2.070

Wheat cost f.o.b. mill per cwt. of flour $4.8645

Less feoci credit:

Bran $39.50 per ton sacked In K.C.

Shorts 40.50 per ton sacked in K.C.

ial $80.00

rivided by 2 equals 40.00

Less safety factor 8.00

488.00 per ton sacked K.C.

Divided by £0 equals 1.90 per cwt. sacked K.C.

Luss:

Sacks $0.£G

Freight .£7 .47

$ 1.43 bulk at mill

Multiplied by .41 .5363

Cost of 1 cwt. of 100JC flour f.o.b. mill $4.2782

Add: Freight to destination .80

Sackt>

Qrade differential (30% patent) .2383

Enrichment

Cost of manufacturing, all office cost, and margin .46

Selling price delivered (1 cwt., 80# patent flour) $5.376o

Fig. 1. Flour price computation.



numerous grain market publications by various grain dealers.

.; freight deduction to arrive at the wheat price f.o.b.

mill i:i tho freight rata per bushel from the mill to the Kansas

City basing point. Special attention is called to the freight rate

bushel because rates are stated per hundredweight. The freight

rate in this case is S7^ cents per cwt. of 164 cents per bushel

(60 pounds)

.

The common unit of iaaa:iurem«nt of flour in the industry is

100 pound . By ex ri ace it has bean determined that, on the

average, 2.35 bushels of wheat 13 required to product 100 pounds

of flour. Wheat cost, f.o.b. mill, is th?j result of multiplying

the wheat price f.o.b. mill by 2.35, commonly referred to as the

standard yield. In other words, the yield of 8*25 bushels of wheat

is 100 pounds of 100 per cent straight flour.

The feed or offal credit lb self explanatory. It should be

noted, however, that the method Is ipnrcximate in that an average

market price of feed 13 computed, assuming thut equal amounts of

bran and shorts will be produced. Experience indicates that of

the 41 pounds of feed produced from 2.35 bushels, approximately 60

per cent will be bran and 40 per cent shorts. Another approxima-

tion is made when the bulk mill price of feed is multiplied by 41 per

cent. This per cent is based on the assumption that 41 per cent

of the wheat ground will be taken off in feed. A closer approxima-

tion reveals that 2.35 buahels of wheat will produce 100 pounds of

flour and 41 pounds of feed or 1 of 100 per cent feed.

Feed prices are quoted at 30 much per ton sacked f.o.b.

is City, thus the conversion to hundredweights sacked at the

mill and the deduction for freight to Kansas City an<I the cost



of sacks to arrive at a mica bulk at the mill.

The cost of 1 cwt. of 100 per cent flour f.o.b. mill actually

includes only the cost of wheat in the flour after deducting the

estia-itea recovery in by-proaucts. To this cost must be added

other costs, soma of which are listed in the sample cost sheet.

If thg sale is made of flour other than 100 per cent straight

. sraao differential would be added, as indicated in Fig.

1, before arriving at a delivered selling price of one hundred-

weight of a particular flour.

The details of thy ooaputation to arrive at the grade differ-

ential in the cost sheet are indicated belows

Cost of 1 cwt. of 100 ner cent flow f.o.b. mill B782
Less: Credit for clear flour (f.o.b. mill less

safety fr.ctor)
1st clear 10 per 0«n1 >*80 oer cwt. $0.48
2nd clear 5 n>er cen>: " E.10 per cwt. .105 .535

Cost of 80 per cent of 1 cwt. of 80 per cent
flour f.o.b. mill ?.5.695a

Cost of IOC oer cent of 1 cwt. of 80 per cent
flour f.o.b. mill (5,6952 - .80) .*4.6165

Cost of 1 cwt. of U90 per cent flour f.o.b. mill 4.278E
la differential for one cwt. of 80 per cent

patent flour JO. 3383

The 3ame fornulr* can be followed to arrive at the differential

for any other percent of patent flour, using the percentage of

patent desired instead of the 80 per cent Indicated in the illus-

tration.

Invisibles

cond glance at tho method described for the determination

of flour price will indicate many sources of invisible gains or

losses when the flour contract Is filled.

Prices of wheat feed and clears are subject to fluctuation



between the booking date and the date of the grind. Partial pro-

tection -gainst sv: - ^tlori is afforded the miller

through operations In the futures Market. This method of risk

shifting is referred to as hedging and la discussed in a subse-

quent section. Feed and clear aale.u txt often booked in advance

but the practice is not as common as flour bookings. If feed and

clear production aw booked at the approximate time that flour is

sold on forward contract, price insurance is obtained simultaneous-

ly by hedging operations in the wheat futures market. If feed and

clear production are not booked in advance , another possible means

of protection agiinsL market fluctuations in feed prices is the use

of the millfeed futures market. The market, to date, is not well

enough established and, consequently, not strong enough to afford as

reliable a haugo as the wheat futures market. Not enough deal-

ings are made in millfeed futures and the market is subject to

violent ahaages in price, not related to prices in the cash market.

Not only the price of wheat, feed, and clears but al30 the

quantity of actual units produced as compared to the estimates,

will cause gains to be realized or losses to be sustained. The

actual yield may be considerably under or over the stanaard used

in the cost sheet. In other words, it may take more or less wheat

than anticipated to produce a hundredweight of flour thus causing

a variance in wne-ut cost. The effect does not end here; the use

of more or less wheat will cause a variation in the actual feed

produced as compared to the co3t snsat estimate. More wheat used

will produce a greater amount of offal} less wheat used will have

the converse effect of less offal available for disposal.

As pointed out above, the by-products may be prepared for



In a variety of ways In order to take advantage of favorable

tot conditions. The cost sheet calculations assume that bran

and shorts will be sold in ona way only.

Other variations between actual and estimated costs, and pro-

fits, are noted in the cocit of 3adcs, manufacturing and the other

costs, and even in freight charges to destination. Tho latter cir-

cumstance arises from the freight rate structure to br; explained

under the heading of "Billing in Transit".

Xiscellaneous Selling Considerations

The method of payment in the flour milling industry is charac-

terized by tho prevalent U3a of bank ar^fts. In the case of a ship-

ment of goods, t usually drawn by the drawer (maker) on

drawoa and attached to the bill of lading. The draft with the

bill of lading attached Is sent to the drawee's bank which acts

as the collection agent, Tho buyer may then pick up the bill of

lading (title to the goo.;^) by accepting tho draft which is charged

Last the drawee's account by his bank and the remittance is then

v. (the payee) ana subsequently credited to

oeount. This is the general plan in the use of bank drafts,

the procedure varying in minor details depending upon the desires

of the seller and/or buyyr.

A few of the smaller mills with a predominant family flour

trade still sake salas on open account, usually for a SO day

period. This practice Is .'itlll used to some extent in tho larger

Ills but tho practice i_ valent throughout the industry.

I allowances may be made to customers for short

ahiDment-:
. in transit, grade substitutions, and so forth.



These conditions are held to a minimum b; careful production speci-

fic .cions, cur loading reports, and meticulous efforts to

asit c;ra of infestation and unoinitary conditions. Damages in

transit requiring reimbursement to tho buyer usually gives tho seller

I ;i.m against the transporting company. Th.se claims customarily

Ive immediate attention by transportation lines.

Contract cancellations tire no longer a common occurrence

in t ... . uitable provisions for these eventualities mu.'.t

\a by mill management.

Nature of Hedging-

buying it the same commodity with a

view to eliminating the po:;.-.ible profit or loss arising from fluc-

-ioa;i in market prices of the commodity bought or sold io known

Lng. A hedge can by described as a contract to purchase or

sell in the future market at the same time that a transaction is

in the cn3h market for the same product.

fieri. [ . romulgated only if there is an organized market

fature trading. Tho -:-es of the ordinary ex-

nat buy or sell products an an organiza-

tion but it provj. . in which traalng can be carried on.

The essence of trading in futures is that a contract is

entered into, bj >t which one party agrees to deliver a cer-

tai.-. future time and at a stipulated

prl- jther party agrees to accept at that future

[.CO.

There Is a normal relation to future prices for commo-

dities which corres. cost of currying cash grain to



future month. This normal relationship does not always prevail,

but If prices are not too far out of line it is still possible to

sake use of the futures market to avoid risk.

Necessity of Hedging

One of the important features requiring constant attention in

the operation of a flour mill is the elimination, in ao far as

possible, of the speculative elements inseparable from the owner-

ship of grain. Wheat is the principal raw material of the miller

and market prices of grain are subject to daily fluctuations. A

speculative risk is assumed on every purchase or sale and this

must be eliminated if the business is to be subjected to no more

than the normal variations in results incidental to the manufac-

ture of flour ani its by-products. If the grain necessary to fill

a flour booking is purchased by the miller wher. the order is ac-

cented, the transaction involves no speculative ri3k for the miller.

For a varioty of reasons, however, it i:i not always advisable or

practicable for the milling company to cover its grain requirement

in the c spot, market. If tho available storage facilities

are Inadequate to store the needed quantities of grain or if the

particular grade of grain required by the company is not avail-

able for immediate delivery, the purchase of cash grain may be

deferred temporarily and the company will assume a short position

on cash grain. On the other hand, it may be advisable to purchase

grain in advance of customers' orders for flour which places

the company in e long cash wheat position. During the heavy wheat

production months the miller is usually long in cash wheat due to



the fact that he will buy during the period of movement to the

eastern markets In order to get "the pick of the crop".

I long or 3hort position places a milling company In a specu-

lative position and for thy most part the miller of flour is not

a speculator. If the market prices of grain decline when the posi-

tion 1.3 long, there exists the possibility of sustaining losses or

reducing the normal margin of profit on the subsequent sale of

flour at prices based on grain prices below cost, while if the

position is short losses may arise or the normal margin of profit

may be reduced, due to the purchase, in a rising market, of grain

8t prices in excess of those on which the selling prices of flour

were based.

Operation of Hedging

The mechanics of hedging operations is illustrated by the

following quotation from Fred S. Clark's Principles of Marketing :

tember to manufac-
ture intj flour to b. ready for sale in April. If at

te he buy_ d sell the flour for
ill aellvs-'y, fchg contract of sale will aasuv
•fit will result froa his manufacturing operations,
umlng that he sola at a price which would net a
-fit on tue Milling operations. Again, he may sell
mi for future delivery, estimating ti on ex-

isting market prices. He can then go into the market
at the siiae time ana buy wheat for future delivery. In
either of these cases the profits are protected: in

U»st a fall in the price of flour; in the
second, against in the price of wheat. But if
a miller buys wheat in aepteaber to manufacture into
flo .oes not ;sell the flour for future delivery,
the price of flour may fall before he sells. To pro-
tect himself against such a lose he may hedge by sell-
ing wheat for future delivery. Because flour prl

•heat prices ten-.: to follow each other, any loss
from the sale or flour will be made up by hi

•iaaction3, for, sin.- rice of wheat will nor-
mally fall an erjulv. rjunt, he can buy in his



future for 1 n tho price at which he sold It.
Again, if he sell:, flour for future delivery, ami hi

not purchased wheat, he may hedge by purchasing w.aeat

for future delivery. If the prlc.-s of flour and wheat
go up in the meantime, a lo3s will result when he sells
his flour. But he can sell the wheat he purchased at

higher price and thus offset his loss on flour.

Those transactions need further explanation. It
might be ars . I t since the miller bought wt
when he sold flour, ho would use that wheat to make
the flour. But this cannot, aa a rule, b*. done. In
the first place, hi; wheat aay be delivered at any time
during the future month, whereas he may want to begin
milling on some certain day in that .aonth or sonstime

>re. In the second place, he will receive low grade
t of any one of several grades deliverable on future

con'. But he must have a certain quality of wheat
to make the Kind of flour ho has agreed to deliver.
When he wants to begin milling, consequently, he can
go into the cash market and buy the quality of grain he
wants — in the case under consideration, at a higher

:• than that on which he based his flour bid. Hence
he loses money on this part of his operations. But at
the I buys wheat to mill, ho sells out his future,

i higher price than he agreed to purchase it for.
This profit offsets tho lo;.. on the high priced wheat
he bought to grind. In this way ha protects the profit
on his milling operations.^

In order that the operation of hedging be further clarified

the following conditions are assumed. Assume that on September

1st, a company purchased 5000 bushels of cash wheat at §2.00 per

bushel without receiving a simultaneous order for flour. In order

to eliminate, insofar aa possible, a speculative position, the

company entered Into a futures contract for tho sale of 5,000

bushels of wheat for December delivery at $S.05 per bushel. One

month later a flour sale was booked requiring 5,00'J bushels of

wheat to fill. At the date of sale December futures were quoted

! Bushel ana the marK-:t price of cash wheat (assuming

both markets moved in the same direction) was *1.97 per

Tlnci.::lo5 of Marketing (Sew York: The Macmillan
Company) , 1933, pp. 426-427.



bushel. The company would than clone the futures by buying in

futures for less than the price at which it was sold. The company

would then show a loss o lue to the decline in ttio market

v Lue of th bushels of wheat on hand, purchased for .?10,000

end now worth $8,860. But this loss would be offset by a profit

of $150 on the futures 14 ! company Could urc::-.se,

at th if the i'l or sale, In the futures market l per

bushel the 6,000 bushels of wheat to cov-->r the m I of 5,000

bushels it contracted to sell for .05.

Although futures trades are finally closed by delivery of the

grain stipulated in the contract, it door, not necessarily follow

that such delivery is effected by the original seller to the origi-

n'-.l buyer. Before the final delivery tate the same grain may have

been
' &4 many times. ThU3, in the above example,

when the purchase of 3,000 bushels in the futures market was con-

sulted >it the date of the flour sale, the futures trade was ti.or. -

by closed, and the company could collect $150 from the Ol

house for the profit on its trades.

Wheat Position Controls

The problem of keeping a balanced position as to '.'/heat and

the availability of certain grades of wheat to fill flour cortracta

is controlled by the preparation of two reportst the long and

short and the position statement. The latter is simply a report

used to supply accurate information daily, or oftener, as to the

LI ability of wheat supplies in relation to flour sales. This

report requires an analysis of flour sold by graues ana the grades



of w': so; cont: run down

of wheat stocks by grades available to the milling department.

The Ions and short report will be explained In detail. The

purpose of the- report is to supply a means of control over the

B futures position with reference to keeping the position

in balance (neither too Ion? or too short) . The report covers all

wheat transactions between the opening of the market one day

waling of the Basket the following day and is prepared e

Btorning prior to the market opening to determine the net long or

short ion.

The re :.th debit (long) and credit (afcorlfc)

columns. The first untry ta the previous day's net closing p

tlon. Then follows the Debits: Cash wheat purchases, wheat futures

purctiasesj tat flour purchas* .-lulvalent); ant:

iits: Cash • wheat futures sales, t flour

(in wheat equivalent) . The two columns ate totaled and the

net position deterai.-,

i'ftien the long and short has been completed, a new form for the

current day's business may be smarted tely, and the grain

executive e -.n accumulate thereon during the day the purchase and

sale transactions for hia gui clng the market session.

This form is not completed, however, until the following morning.

The net long or short position is of such importance in the success

of the enter
i .^ement must have this d. 1

currently for buying and selling policy determination.

The long and shore I Lf-chocking and should be veri-

fied periodically, and adjusted if necessary, against inventories



of grain, unfilled flour contracts, flour Inventories, and a con-

tlon of position in the futures market. A daily futures po-

sition report Is a necessary control device when dealing with more

than one future month or futures markets. This report shows the

mill's net position in each market month to guide the grain execu-

tive in executing further trades during the market session. The

balance In each market month at the beginning of the session is

brought forward and a provided for the entry of trades ac-

complished during the session.

Future;. I
lent records are another means of check ana

control. The financial records on futures transactions perform a

thr-sefold function: 1. They make possible proper control ov-r

;ln advances to the brokerage firm handling the trades.

2. They furnish the a / figures for verifying the purchase

and sale settlements. S. They provide the required data for the com-

putation of profit or loss on open trades at the end of the ac-

counting period.

The long and short report In its simplest form is illustrated

in Fig. S.



LONG- AN^ SHORT RRPORT

Long
(Debit)

Short
(Credit)

Yesterday net closing position

Current transections:

Cash wheat purcF XX

Wheat futures purchases XX

Flour purchases

Cash wheat i XX

Wheat futures sales XX

Net flour sales u(booked today less contracts filled)

Total XXXX XXXX

Net long or short

Fig. 2. Computation of net position

Limitation;, of Hedging

Hedging does not remove all danger of loss. For example,

when flour is sold and the grain executive goes into j .lure

market to buy in hij future, a slight variation in the spread be-

tween cash unc! futur t&m that the

futures were sold) may cause him to lose or gain.

The mill manager cannot hedge the premiums or discounts,

neither ean he hedge possible contract cancellations. The future

i«M offer hi* a means of minimizing risk, and losses



should ba consider the price of Insurance- while

*tial recovery of the cost of mhm .

of Milling in Transit

aslt freight arises from a system of freight charges

by i. . roads. Transit is based on the theor . commodity

is sent from point of origin to ultimate destin ti n ^ugh

shipment with the privilege of subjecting it to soma process at

intermediate point. The entire practice of transit rests upon

the fiction ;rs is a through movement, when, from the op-.-

ting standpoint, there are actually two 01 .parate and

tinct locnl movements. The through rate Is preserved on the theory

that the contract of carriage is merely suspended until the commod-

ity in its original or manufac t ared form is again returned to

carrier for transportation to final destination. Tranjlt implies

identity of Incoming and outgoing products, but in

i the milling of grain into flour the two different

commouitie:. move imder one rr.te.

Th rlnciple of transit - rlvlleges is, generally speak-

, to pltce such industries as are has -.ion

•ity with those better situated. To put it

another way, transit :ents ire made to effect an equaliza-

tion of freight charges ana to eliminate dlscriainHtlon.

Application-, of Milling In Transit

A miller may purchase wheat from any source he sees fit.

•isport It vi 1 1 with many .:; t.ree, or possibly more,



stop over rights for the purpose of storage and processing, over a

period of aa Ions S3 two /ears. This privilege offer Her

an opportunity z ;oat,ship it to a terminal, mill It,

and L>-iii> it; on to the buyer on a through rate origin to destination.

When sara Of wheat, purchased and ordered shipped to the mill,

arrive at tho mill, the railroad will render a bill for the stand-

ard rate from origin to mill. This charge is then a transit Item

use the miller in is products of tnat wheat on

the buyers of flour and by-products. The transit frolght he

has paid may be applied to any shipment in the future. The rail-

road is informed as to the origin of the shipment being made In

order to determine the through rate from origin to destination.

a billed for the freight lest -ng

applied to th-.t particular shipment.

The system of freight rataa, as it concerns the country as a

whol. : milling Industry as a whole, is such a complicated

itSxa of it would require a long and

complicate': .If. It must be remembered that transit

i,;, b .iual growth and has developed along the lines which

L
I

The freight rates and ,1 aethou of wheat pricing were set up

on the accepted Cact that trans ort.tion is one of the important

ijoing to maJce up a delivered price on flcnr or feed.

Grain and grain rotes are ,-aade in relation to and with

leulax regard for the general flow of wheat and flour in the

course of their normal movement.

For Kansas ana Colorado, Kansas City is the market and wheat



basis Kansas City. lnce all wheat of com-

:-s comas to a common valu> Mas City, a very

carefully worked out system of proportional rates applying from

been created: a syste a which sets definite and

constant iv.-lutionshl
. .-ious competing territories.

mghout the country the rail carriers hays been liberal in

the routes which they have established. Liberal routing parmlta a

111 to fi.raw wheat from a larger territory and also creates a

larger territory in which a mill can distribute its products.

cger draw . itory enables a miller to purchase the

quantity and quality of wheat he naed3 to permit him to make a

uniform flour from year to y.

ioat milling in transit there .vould be no equality in

_ m charges and two mills located at different points

on the 3ame route would not be on a competitive transportation

basis, even though they used wheat froa the same origin and shipped

.tination. The milling in transit privilege

ps the best example of the lengths to which the carriers

hawa gono to create ... HI permit a wide-

spread industry to » ..
. itive basis.

•'

- •
: illy m&i . load lots in o

qualify for cheaper rata*. Freight tariffs now provide for mini-

mum carload weights on flour of 60,000 pounds. If the car is

under this minimum, I re nevertheless assessed en

. r-.'oight.

The . . >r is of saoh Importance to the ailllng

toads t all milling territories and markets now maintain



experienced men whose duty it is to constantly watch over and pro-

tect the interests of their particular locations in transportation

m tters. The man responsible from this angle in a mill is comraon-

ly known as the traffic man or traffic officer. It is a recog-

nized fact that under present conditions, a traffic wan can "make

or break" a mill msrely by his knowledge, or lack of it, in making

transit applications.

Tonnage- Cancelations

Tho amount of tonnage which a mill h.-.s on hand at any given

time would, if all wheat were received by rail and all flour

shipped out by rail, correspond very closely with the amount of

wheat ana flour stocks at the mill. Any small differences existing

would be the result of moisture change and hroidling losses. How-

ever, if any considerable volume of shipments from the mill are

ade by trucks or vessel (on which tonnage cannot be utilized),

the tonnage on hand may be substantially greater than the stocks

of wheat and flour. The rail tariffs require that an excess of

tonnage must be cancelled at a specified time or times during 6ach

crop year. It is, of course, important to avoid such cancella-

tions insofar as possible, as this constitutes a relinquishment of

valuable assets. Where cancellations would otherwise be large,

they can be avoided or minimized by arr&n^iny to receive flat wheat

at the mill by truck or vessel to offset the volume of shipments

from the .mill by these types of transportation.

One other form of tonnage cancellation Is provided in the

carriers' tariffs. On the theory that the process of storing and



milling wheat normally results In a loss of product weight, the

tariffs require ha arbitrary one per cent tonnage cancellation on

Licrttion uound movement. This forra of can-

cellation can be avoided to the extont that the miller is aBl

subalt proof that such lo3s did not occur in the period under

consideration.

B.ICX

B of Output and Margins

The pri- lotion problem is a very real one to any

mill manager. irtlcularly since he has so many vari. that

tions. During periods in which be . all of

hi;; output on a margin which will leave him with satisfactory prof-

its the problem may not bo so real and pressing to him. But in an

industry with as much t ..1 capacity as flour milling, cc

tition 1- bound to necessitate efficient operations i -'ul

planning for those who expect to continue profitable operations.

probleai of price .nay boll down to only enc problem: How

mch will the market bear, considering competition? If t tl , La the

IHaic Ltable -inswer is available the next «uo3tion

iss C .11 i\ff'ord to m-iKe a particular sale, or on thi

Can I afford to turn it down?

Pricing is not simple, an.i the milling business is no excep-

tion. Products must I to many . . . tt types of trade and

many different products tlible to buyers. Quality

to strictly price 3elling. But bo that as it



•cally the saota cost product can be sold at varying

t the same time,

ill with * good frailly flour trade is in c favorable

position to make a profit since the Largest margins are usually ob~

rket. Bat few uillls can cell th< city

through that outlet or even operate profitably on family flour

me. The problem remains; At what price must a sufficient por-

tion of potential output be sold In order to realize a profit fros

-113?

Production and price policy are inseparable. One is depen,

on the other. If the price is set for the product, by the seller,

he must accept the fact that only u certain quantity can be dls-

poaea of at that price. If it is determined that a certain quan-

tity is to be sol-, the seller must be prepared to accept only cer-

quantity. To operate at a point which will

maximmize profits or minimize losses, some estimates must be made

iantities and corresponding prices.

Marginal Analysis

;laal analysis attempts to analyze and compare increments

decrements in total cost and total revenue occasioned by a

small -(usually one unit." increase or decrease in the number of

units produced and distributed. An attempt is then made to deter-

mine the optimum output. This output is determined at the point

(assuming there is only one) where: m-irgln.il cost and marginal

revenue are equal. Optimum output is that level of production



which will m its or minimize 1 -ison of

aver : this level will indicate the profit or loss

per unit

.

ifferential cost - La iauses use of t to*l ap-

proach which is very useful in determining the most profitable

t. Differential cost may be defined as the increase or de-

crease in total cost occasinnea by an increase or decrease

lii units produced and/or sold. It i3 obvious that any analysis

of increments in cost Is absolutely useless without a knowledge

of increments in total revenue but the logleal starting point is

an analysis of costs, which can be estimated without reference

to revenue.

As a problem of cost accounting, differential costs are used

. cily In guiding decisions yet to be made. Not only the

.problem of profit maximization or the minimization of losses bat

legislation such as the Roblnson-P^taari Jet, creates a problem of

the relationships between price and cost differentials. The act

nibltL differences in selling price that are greater than differ-

ences in coat. If differentials in price are grantea to certain

customers, -.
.:;ft a x" proof of differences in cost falls on the

seller «. Differential costs may be used to prove the siving3.

Lon of Costs

The usefulness of differential costs depends upon the relia-

bility and degree of accuracy used in breaking costs down into

their respective classifications. The acceleration of production

o3ts to be increased <ma others to be decreased.
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comoin tion of the favorable and onfavorable factors of

production that determines differential costs at a particular leTel.

-. purposes el la, co3t classifications must be defined

they will be u>ed -una referred to slnc^ there is no perfect

oralty in common usage.

Closed door costs -are all costs which will occur even though

no operations are takin. ;osts may be referred to sb

closed fixect cost*, whit- ;.; only theoretically absolute fixed

costs since all . >ata can be eliminated by shutting down the

plant completely. Such costs would Include that portion of de-

preciation (to induce obsolescence) which occurs even though th>j

plant Is shut down, inasraaoa (which will be reduced in the case

of mills because of relief from the necessity of inventory insur-

ance' caretakers' salaries, and a certain portion of

executive salaries unless it is; intended to close the doors per-

i.itly. Consideration should also be given to the cost of losing

blish*d trade and the migration of labor if the shut down Is

only temporary. An analysis of closed fixed coats is particularly

li.ci.ble in an analysis concerning multiple unit operations, whon

ist be oa -iva to probable results if: 1. All

units arc . til 7-24 hr. days. 2. All units are operated

on a part time basis. S. Specific units are shut-down teaipox

ily. 4. Specific units are shut-down permanently until next crop

year, or longer.

Going fixed costs are, however, the most important flx?d

Lj because the main consideration is generally

how to stay in business. Going fixcu costs are defined as costs



which remain constant throughout the entire range of production

within the ex, lant facilities.

Semi-fixed costs are those costs which remain fixed through-

out a certain range of productive activity but will eh ,-i.nge when

another range is considered.

able cost3 are those costs which vary directly, or nearly

so, with production. Direct variation does not imply a variation

i. Et is sufficient, to come under this classifi-

cation, t coats vary dirsctly; viz.,—increases in produc-

tion will cause an la' Ln variable costs, decreases in r

tlon will cause a decrease in variable costs. The rate of v

tion may be constant, Increasing, or decreasing: for exa/nple: as

output increases, input of variable costs increases, within a cer-

tain range of production the variable costs increaso at a constant

rate; within another range, the variable costs increase but at a

decreasing rate} beyond a given output, variable costs increase

at an increasing rate.

Lication of differential Costs

The first ste i: "Ing a differential cost analysis is

to prepare anticipated cost3 for the different levels of produc-

tion within existing plant capacity. It is well to note that the

co-jt analysis nnould be a careful estimate of what is likely to

take place, not a rough guess of what may be or v. aped for.

toother note of caution is to prepare costs to include a complete

business cycle, probably breakdown can be made for

an o ' period such . month.



;ti ifactory starting point Is a chart of accounts anion

gives a preliminary, orderly organization of costs. Recognizing

the fact that the price or the principal ram material, wheat, can-

not be anticipated with any great degree of accuracy for any future

.
3 and also that the offal credit which may be allowed is sub-

j est to the same difficulties due to market conditions: it is

expedient as wci .cttc-a to confine the differential cost

analysis to a comparison of differential costs of conversion at

different levels of production and anticipated margins for conver-

sion in flour sales.

The differential cost statement can be made up (and should

be) on a 4, 5, 6, or 7 day week basis, for purposes of comparison.

Decisions relative to the number of days per week to operate may

Made from Sttca an analysis when considered in conjunction with

forward flour sales and expected bookings. Another variable to

consider is the number of hours to operate pa* day; viz., continu-

ously, 16 hour, or 8 hour days, for example. F . -isibly the latter

J be answered without any detailed analysis in many

recognizing th-it there are certain costs associated with any

;iut down which are eliminated by continuous operations;

efficiency of the mill and so on.

For iUustrati? nte that costs have been segre-

. by another analysis and the information presented in Fig. 1

) iiccumui ted. Bote that no attempt has been made to present

In an accurate manner as far a 3 actual mill testa are con-

cerned; however, tne principles are applicable regardless of the

ftgwres tc which they are applied.



It will b noted that the analysis is made on a going concern

basis. In other words, costs are analyzed ^n the assumption t'

the mill will not shut down. This i3 evidencedby the fact t.

a portion of the cost of labor in the production department is

considered to be fixed which coulc; be considered as semi-fixed or

variable if contemplation of a shut-down was a reality. Labor under

the fixed classification includes provisions for a skeleton crew

needed for maintenance, supervision and productive activity at

tne lowest level of production assuming the mill will not be shut

down} for illustrative purposes, a second miller, • maintenance

man, a picker, and a loader.

Additional permanent labor would be required only within

tain ranges of activity, constituting the seal-fixed classifica-

tions. Variable labor would include such workers as those required

on p it-tiae or hourly basis, depending upon the level of output

contemplated.

or in general la a semi-fixed cost, that is, the cost of

lnbor per unit will vary inversely with production up to a certain

it, then the cost will increase with the increase in produc-

tion of one more unit, fie/ond that point, cost will vary inverse-

ly through another range of production and so on. Labor may be a

fixed cost within a limited range of production but that fixed

cost will vary in amount as production falls within different ranges.

Certain costs normally included under the overhead caption

require further explanation. Depreciation is usually classified

fixed cost but it seems that it would be well to divide de-

preciation into Bore than one category. For example: it easts



ore to use equipment (disregarding obsolescence for the moment)

than It does to leave it l;le. Depreciation, as It Is usually

thought of, should then bo divided into a fixed depreciation for

idle facilities (age and action of the elemants) end user cost

viaber of units produced during a

period. Obsolescence is generally included aa a factor in det

mining depreciation. Obsolescence is a cost which is nearly im-

to predetermine accurately, but a provision nust be Made

for this cost an it estimates possible from past experience.

to the very complex pricing system for mill products, there

is no necessity in proceeding further with a differential cost

anal/sis until 8 I contemplated, except as a basis for immedi-

ate policy decisions. There are so many situations that arise

that an attempt to anticipate them all is futile. This does not,

however, nullify the usefulness of the differential cost analysl..;

on the contrary, its usefulness is enhanced by the fact that its

use is not limited, but extremely flexible to meet varying condi-

tions.

Referring to Pig. 1, and turning certain conditions which are

at Lsast iariglnsble, the amplication of differential costs is easily

illustrated. First, assume that unless 500 sacks a day are pro-

duced, the mill should be 3hut down, but management has no inten-

tion of closing the door;;. Further, assume that the' local market

will ?.bsorb 5J0 sacks a day at a margin for conversion of 11.05.

The total margin for conversion from the sale of 500 sacks at rl.Ob

will be ,525. A compari on to total cost of conversion tad sell-

expense reveals that operation can be continued only at a loss
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of |S08j thly is only a starting point. Perhaps the local feed

market is particularly active and an invisible gain can be realized

from feed production, or 30a circumstance may indicate that

utrt of that loss mill not become a reality. In other words,

aversion may be more than £1.05.

Before proceeding further with the illustration, it i3 essen-

tial t) t tha met rriving at the differential costs is

thoroughly understood. Differential costs were determined by the

difference in total coat at one- level and the immediately preceding

level; for example, at t .vel, total sosta are indi-

cated to the J885. Total costs sacks,

730. The difference, or the differential cc

Assumin the mill I .ion is producing at the ;

level, under indioat Aions, it beoo&es apparent :

any opportunity to soil additional flour on a' margin exceeding 31

cents per sac '- 600 or 310 f 1000) will better the firm's

position as long as production is not extended beyond 1,500 sacks

daily.

The illustration can be extended to include any set of condi-

tions bo- using th . same principle involved above.

The important thing to recognize in a differential cost analy-

sis ia that, assuming any given level of output, any opportunity

to increase production and 3ales will bet. concern's posi-

tion so long as the increase in tho total margin for conversion is

larger than the resultant increase In cost of conversion (differ-

ential cost). Caution must be used in assuming that a betterment

of position will guarantee a profit. Referring again to Fig. 1,

^H



the company would not make a • rofit at the 1,500 sack level unless

the 1,000 unit increment is sold on a margin considerably above the

31 cent figure (anywhore above 51+ cents); however, the question is

not always whether or not a profit can be m-.de but wh^t course of

action will minimise los.

Whenever a possible sale presents itself (using differential

t.hare are but thrso questions to be answered be-

fore vision can be made: 1. At what level of

output Ml I now produel . ^t what level will the anticipated

sale allow me to produce? 5. Will the margin for conversion on

this sale cover the differential cost of conversion?

Ltations of a Cost Analysis

The author does not wish to convey the idea that cost is by

any aaans the only factor to be considered in making business deci-

sions. Various ir.t.-mglble factors of trade-relations, public good-

will, governmental ragulations, ana ultimate effects of short-run

Lee policies on the market must be reckoned with. Any solution,

arrived at by the use of cost analysis, should not be considered

complete without further consideration of the so-called intangible

.>rs.

A differential cost analysis is no batter than the estimate

contained therein and -,n adequate system of obtaining actual cost

data is essential to determine variances between actual and esti-

mated costs t
not only to Judge oast performance but as a guide to

future pluming.

It has already been suggested th=tt there are many variables



inherent in the milling business. Sot only will there likely be

variances bo - estimated differential costs, but also

Unces between actual and estimated margins for conversion which

are used in making decisions as to prlc-j action policy at

time forward flour Bted. Adequate cost control

gala essential.

icemrtlog l« tool to be used as an aid to

economi >i«* Ths remaining sections have been devoted to

development of a system by lalytioal inf can

be obtained through the U3e of accounting.

jhe hatup.:.; of accounting

Definition aid rurpose

\ccountlng deals wit 11 .ctlon, recording, verifica-

tion, presentation, iuterpret-'.'.i^n, . I ..sis of informa-

tion concerning tne rfcvWHtes, Costa, profits, losses, and finan-

jonuition O; i ^ve units. The purpose of accounting is

to provide suci. information in order that the efficiency of the

productive unit may be measured and increased.

ln to record of tt:<. financial transac-

tions of a business may be jresented and be available for presenta-

tion and int< l Loa, each transaction mu-t be analyzed at the

time of occurrence ana bo recorded according to a predetermined

plan. Those rec Sts must then be presented in such a form

. will be significant to all parties concerned. Inter-

pretation involves an explanation and analysis of significant



.inua In the facts presented.

Cost ami General Accounting

Accounting baa grown with the growth of business; it has

been contracted and reconstructed to meet growing needs. Account-

ing hf.y aevelopaa from the simplest form of single entry book-

keeping to a detailed, double entry system of checks, balances,

and controls as a basis for day to day decisions and policy making.

Financial or genor.-il accounting provides inform .tion concern-

ing the business enterprise which permit wet to control

in :: general way the major functions of business: finance, ad-

ministration, production, and distribution. Purine each period,

business transactions are inc.iyzed and recorded in books of orig-

inal safer?. At frequent intervals during th-j period, or at the

end of the period, transactions which have been nro; prly analyzed

.juauarized are posted to a general ledger and to subsidiary

ledgers or records. At the end of the period, expense and income

are elos«d into a summary account t .•«ii Profit and Losa which in

turn is clo , oprietorshlp or Surplus -ccounts. An -n.ulysls

ian made in summary form to present changes in net worth that

have taken place during thy period; the items affect change

in net worth are classified as expense and revenue. A second state-

ment is prepared to exhibit assets, liabilities, and net worth or

the ;tus of the company at a particular moment.

In many cases, particularly in manufacturing concerns;, it was

felt details of op-ruting efficiency of individual units

lacking in records obtained by goners! accounting. Day to



day cost information was deemed necessary for adequate control of

efficiency, data for plannin , a batter basis for pricing of pro-

ducts, ana . more satisfactory costing of inventory. To meet these

deficiencio^ oi" accounting, supplementary accounting methods

known as cost accounting,

t accoun*. isse of general accounting pro c dure,

general booicr; of account lie the account;', which control

the co:it account, . Qost accounting provides a means of record-

enting, and interpret in? much more carefully the details

of cost of material.", labor, and expanse necessary to produce and

distribute goods or render services. Cost accounting provides

for the determination of costs for each unit produced, ser-

vice, manufacturing anc service department of an

enterprise. Cost accounting is also a means of executive control

in the form of z system of or estimate costs combined with

budgetary control of expense.

a first object of cost accounting is to provide data for tha

control of the business enterprise. Accounting in itself cannot

control variables but the use of accounting technique oan deter-

mine the amount .
I cause of the variance. Control is a

aiction.

Value of Accounting

in accounting disclosures h nod to Include an

ever growing segment of society. The list now includes in partle-

, m- nigers, creditors, prospective investors, employ-

ees, and government officials.
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Own ~ly Interested,not only in the results

f op rlod which net a return on their in-

vo tment but also in the ^en^ral financial condition of the <-nter-

priS'3 as concerns the net r.ssets representing the security of their

original investment as sell as the growth of thst istfest res-

pective investors are interested in fc peri WW -s as lndlcat

by aeeoon closures along with the trend of business acti-

vity la order to predict possible future conditions, the probable

receipt of dividend! onrity of investment is of prime impor-

tance.

Labor h singly interested in accounting dis-

closures. In th-3 first
;

' job;: de eena u on the suc-

cess of the enterprise. An ever growing number of employees

equiring stock in tbi y by which they are employed.

Account information as a br.sis for union as eel!

individual wage demands and negotiations.

respective creditors are interested in the

ability to pay. The security for loans and a basis for determin-

ing tho .-imount an I
of payment can be arrived ;.t by the use

of accounting records.

In addition to Keeping records of their own, the government

makes extensive use of accounting records. The Bureau of Internal

Revenue is Interested for income tax purposes, and in the enforce-

ment oi" t I Security Act. The Federal Trade Commission is

interested because the co3t of manufacturing and cost of distri-

bution ire factors in determining compliance with the Robinson-

Patcan /ct. The Lribor De it must have evidence of compliance



with the Wages and Hours Law. .".ore recently (and similarly in

World War II), the Office of Price Stabilization in en attempt to

regulate prices >.
, has made a reliance on records mandatory.

toy approach to accounting theory should include a consider-

ation of the aesds of management. Flvery day, the executive uses

rmntion produced by his accounting department, whereas the

owner, investor, or government official looks over the state-

ments briefly a few times a year. General account Ln.: supplemented

by an ad;quai i of accumulating costs is becoming increas-

ingly valuable to management in the following respects: 1. Co-

ordination and control, such as, economic use and control of

materials (waste, spoilage, and si; o of inventories), and efficien-

cy of plant, machinery, ana equipment. 2. Providing costs of menu

facturing, selling, administration, of extending credit, carrying

inventories, an. proviainy evidence as to whether or not thtse

costs are reasonable. Z. Analysis of financial trends. 4. A

guiue to pricing policy. 5. Petermlnation of profitable and un-

landise, territories, salesmen, and cus-

tomers. 6. effects of various volumes of sales upon the net orof-

V. Bisis for dividends and sound financial policies.

Aspects Considered

thesis was prepared with a view to providing managerial

control. Obviously, each of the above points could Involve a

treatise in itself. Attention, therefore, was centered on partie-

^roblems characteristic of the milling industry with special

emphasis on the cause and determination of variances between



actual and estimated e

' ACCOUNTING

Ba3ic Records

The accounting procedure "or a flour mill is basically the

sam'j as the accountiag for any other iniust.y engaged in manu-

facturing. The procedure is even simplified by the fact that the

. »cture of flour and the resuiting by-product is one continu-

ous process, a continuous flow of the raw material, wheat, through

a process of reduction and separation to extract flour of various

grades, which results in several by-products bran, shorts

and/or mill-run.

the boo.u Loh record the v.irloui' business trans-

actions that occur 1'cja time to time under the general accounting

procedure for an industrial enterprise are usually!

1. Voucher Register or Purchase Journ .1

Sales Joux'nal

Cash Receipts Journal

Cash t jurnal

Gen: ger

7. Customer

Creditors Ledger

>nly in

Lag, and continue nade only by way of their

interrelationship;, to flour mill cost account.



It has been norc and more generally accepted th-it some system

of cost accounting la fundamental to an industry engaged in manu-

facturing. 3specially is this true of the milling industry which

has become more and more competitive in its operations. In this

country, con: >n afforded by the fact that

L '5 88 efficient enterprises, when they suffer losses, must be-

more efficient or be t-liainated. In order to meet competi-

tion, a successful miller oust have adequate control at all times

over his cost I ly the variations between estim? i1

and actual coat (the estimates- necessitated by forward flour sales),

Choice of a Cost System

re ar^ two general types of cost accounting systems: job

order, and process; coat.

Job order cost accounting is used when it is desirable to

identify specific lots or batches as they are manufactured. The

job order coi, r. system can be used when products are manufactured

in clearly distinguishable lots and when it is practical to keep

• separate record of each lot from the time production is begun

until it is eoapl

cost accounting is u«d successfully in plants pro-

ducing standard procucts v.hich ere Intermingled in such a manner

that lots are not distinguishable. Process cost accounting is pred

icated on the theory th t i v r , costs are typical of operating

conditions of production an< fcb i reratfe costs are of primary

rest to management.

A mill produces standard products which are intermingled in
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such at manner tbat lot^ are not i •. shable. In other words,

when wheat i:i milieu into flour, a continuous flow of wheat Is

oroc ihe bins are filled with various grades of flour

and packed off in sucks or packages. It would not be economical

or even de3irabl_ to attempt to compute h s-j_ arate cost on every

sack of flour as it progresses through the Milling process. Cost

per sack or par hundredweight is satisfactory for any particular

run. The cost per unit (cwt.) is obtained by accumulating what-

ever costs ars incurred, which must be absorbed by the product as

a whole, and then spread evenly over the units making up the prod-

uct. All mills do not produce a single product, which would sim-

plify the accounting procedure, however; a single product will b

processed for a scheduled time, followed by successive runs of

other products. Rach run is not entirely separate as to produc-

tion dn(i cost.;, but it is assumed that a satisfactory segregation

of costs can be obtained.

Estimate Cost Accounting

Estimate cost i.s not a complete systeti in itself but is super-

imposed upon either a Job order or process cost systea. The pur-

pose of such a pl-an is, to predetermine what actual costs will be

in order that Management can use such information as a guide to,

or a basis for, pricing and production cost control during the

period.

principle un .. q estimate cost system is to

predetermine, nt the beginning of the period, unit costs in terms

of material, labor, anc overhead by use of a cost c; r or cost



sheet. During the period the actutl miterial, labor, and over-

head costs are accumi; accounts in the general

ledger, and. at the end of the period, the <iccounting records pro-

vide a means oi' c ctnal production

costs.

It was antic; that an e cost system, superimposed

upon a proce? ccountin6; procedure, would be usable as well

ractical for the milling in-'.ustry.

Costs

although a 3ysteji of standards is not discussed, standard

costs are equally applicable to flour milling. Standards arc in-

corporated and operated in the same I estimates, the dif-

ference being in the way that the standard is determined. Estimate

cost3 attempt to predetermine what actual costs will be. Standards,

on the other hand, are an attempt to predetermine what costs

should be if tne plant Lfi operated as a highly efficient unit.

Standards are predetermined costs based upon such factors as:

Engineering specifications as to quantity and quality of material

L ,bor; forecasts of market trends for price, with a fixed

amount expressed In dollars for material, labor, and overhead for

. ted quantity of production.

.rtmentalisatlou

One of the most important 3teps in the operation of a process

cost system 13 the proper classification of production activities

into departments or processes. Accounting control involves



analysis of operations into depai" nd the assignment of

definite responsibility for the work of a depa; Sto* results

can be obtained by adaing individual results, but lndivi alts

cannot be obtained 1.

A department Is a division or sphere of activity, a cost center

which it- limited to on or type of work. The esoen-

polnts to consider in A" e m;uiufe.cturln e , con-

cern ares

1. The convenience with which cost data cpn be assembled.

The preparation of an acceptable bnsi^ for e method of
correct distribution of overhead.

3. The location and nature of operations with respect to

physical movement.

The Jurisdiction of supervision In order to fix responsi-
bility, to enable accurate cost, and to enable produc-
tion control.

The departaents of a factory are usually classified into

production departments and service departments. Production depart-

ments are those divisions of activity which add value directly

to the product. Service departments are thos which are not

directly engaged in the manufacture of the product, tut render

services for the benefit of the production departments within the

enterprise. Tho expenses of service departments are considered to

t of factory overhead which must be allocated to the pro-

duction departments and absorbed as a cost of production.

a basl3 for discussion, mill rations are divided

into the following departments:

duction Departments

1. fir-tin ie;v.rtnicnt

2. Milling Department



3. Flour Packing Depart

. By- rcciucts

rtments

1. Traffic teat

£. Maintenance Department

3. Oeaaral Office Department

Sellins Department

Causes of Variance

CoU3es of variance between actual and estimate cost which

are difficult to control are outlined as follows:

1. The ownership of grain

A. Quantity

a) Wei
b) Grade (protein, moisture, type, and condition)

B. Position

Quantity

Price

The production of flour and by-products

A. Yield

Tamper gain
Screen!!'b

Feed

a)
b>
c)

. *.ity

Type
Price

Q*ars

1

1

M
Quantity
Grade
Price



S. Miscellaneous causes

A. Freight costs
B. Fackage costs
C. Ingredient costs

Labor and overhead costs

jjny one or any combination of tho above variables can cause

a discrepancy between s-.ctual results ana estimate costs. Every

time flour ccatract is booked, an estimate must be made concern-

ing the above list of variables. The success of the enterprise

depends upon the reliability of, and the diligence with which,

the estimate was made, as well as ths operational efficiencies of

the physical plant.

Laate Cost Sheet

Cost sheets, or sales analysis sheets, were discussed in

a section before; however, they were analyzed from the standpoint

of common usage. The following is a proposed sales analysis.

The heart of an estimate cost system, used in conjunction with

process cost accounting, i.; the cost sheet upon which thfc estimate

are recorded. It is possible for an experienced and scrupulous

salesman or executive to book flour sales by scratch pad calcula-

tions, but the accounting department needs more complete informa-

tion for analytical purposes. A complete cost 3heet must be made

up for each booking in order to facilitate cost control.

The proposed cost sheet (sales analysis) is illustrated In

Fig. 1. The content of th>_- co3t sheet is very similar to many

used in firms today but particular differences are noted which

require explanation,

Tho grain requirements are stated specifically for tho- grade



cost an

Sales Analysis

Sold to
Contract Number

Unit Cost Amount

Grain requirements:
Grade
<i Wheat
i yn

% Wheat

Cost of 1 bushel grain mix
Cost of _____ bushels grain mix
Deduct feed at market:
Bushels Grain Pounds of Feed

tare I canitard Yield
Bran
"horta

Total
Less safety factor

Co.:t of grain in flour of all grades
Deduct cL iet

Bushels Grain
.ure

i r Clear
ru Yield

1st Clear
find Clc r

Low Grade

flour
"flour

Total
Lesa safety factor

Cost of grain in 1 cwt. of
Cost of grain in t of _
Add cost of clear fed-ln

Total
'fr.rgin for conversion and selling
Selling price before other costs)

other osts:
Containers
Freight
Trucking
Enrichment

Total soiling price delivered

Fig. 1. Estimate cost sheet.



of flour to be produced as compared to tha use of differentials

for flour grades. This one difference requires adjustments in

anticipated feed production as well as in recovery of clear flour,

in order to facilitate rapid calculation of grain requirements,

feed recovery and clear recovery, a 3et of tables may be pro-

vided similar to those Illustrated in Fig. 2.

The meaning of the different percentage flour grades will be

helpful in understanding the tables in Fig. 2. The percentage

merely indicates that the grade is obtained by taking off the

best, 90 per cent, 80 per cent, etc., of the total flour stream.

Thus, if it requires 2.35 bushels of grain to produce 100 pounds

of 100 per cent flour it will require 2.61 bushels of grain in

order to produce 100 pounds of 90 per cent flour (2.35 t .90).

Feed production is directly related to the amount of grain

to produce a certain grade of flour. First it must be

assumed that a certain amount of feed will be produced by each

pound of grain ground. Assume thtt K.35 bushels (141 ounds)

of wheat ground will produce 10C pounds of flour and 41 pounds

of feed. Then 60 per cent of that feed will be bran and 40 per

cent short ... In other words, 2.35 bushels of wheat will produce

100 pounds of flour, 24.6 pounds of bran (41 pounds x .60), and

16.4 pounds of shorts (41 pounds x .40). With th-3 production

of finer grades of flour, more wh-=at is required; consequently,

sroportlonately larger amount of feed will be produced.

Clear production is directly related to the grade of flour

produced. If all of the flour streams are taken to make- a 100

per cent grade, no clear flour will result, the shorter the
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Grain Requirements Table

Flour Grade
• cent)

Standard Sleld Grain Required
(Bu;5hel3)

2 .3500
2 ,6100
C .7647
8 .9375
s .1333
3 .3571

100
90
85
80
75
70

2.35
n

t!

B

B

it

Feed Production Table

Flour Gi'fide Grain Required Bran action Short* Production
(Per cent) (Pounds) (1~ounds) (PDunds)

100 141.00 24.60 16.40
90 153.60 27.32 -

85 165.86 2d. 94 19.29
80 176.25 30.75 20.50
75 188.00 32.80 21.87
70 201.43 35.14 23.43

Clear Production Table

Flour Grade Total Flour 1st Clear Sod Clear Low Grade
(Per cent) ( rounds) (Pounds) (Pounds) (Pounds)

100 100
90 111 5.5 2.75 :.":.75

85 118 9.0 4.50 4.50
80 125 12.5 6.25 6.25
75 133 16.5 8.25 8.25
70 l a 21.5 10.75 10.75

Fig. 2. Cost card calculation tab
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.r-.tent (finer the grade) the more clear will be taken off. Assum-

ing that the clear grades will be uivlded one-half first clear,

one-fourth second clear, ana one-fourth low grade (red dog), 100

pounas of th-. total flour will consist of th^- grade of flour

desired, and the remainder will be clear flour, graded as Indicat-

ed. In producing 3fa per cent grade flour, 18 pounds of clear

(118 pounas - 100 pounds) will result, divided as follows

pounds first clear (13 pounds f E), 4.5 pounds second clear (18

pounds -f- 4), anc' 4. 1 pounds low grade (18 pounds r- 4).

In the test sheet, the deduction of a safety factor In the

caso of feed and clear arises from the calculation of feed and

clear at the current market price. Common practice seems to lndi-

tbftt In computing the feed credit, market price less |£ per

ton, or 15 par cent of market price, whichever is greater, is

used. In computing clear credit, no less than 10 per cent of market

or 2b cents per hundredweight , whichever is greater, is used. It

would seem that the credit taken should be tempered by market

forecasts and trends. Careful consideration should be given to

whether or not feed and clear sales are booked in advance. For-

ward bookings of clear flour are very common, and known recoveries

should be shown at their true value.

The provision for adding the cost of clears fed In was made

for the purpose of computing the price of blended flour or flour

made of a combination of part:; fr.ra primary grades. B'irst, it

must be determined which of the primary grades are to be used in

making the blend. Then cpply the percentage of the cost of the

primary grades to be used. Assume that Grade flour is to be



made by combining 80 per cent of Grade A flour and 20 per cent of

Grass X- first clear flour:

Co r;t of grain In 1 cwt. of Grade A flour
(from cost sheet) $4.60

Cost of grain in 80 per cont of Grade A
flour (£4.60 x .80) 3.63

Add cost of clear fee in: £0 per cent of
$3.00 (m-.rKet value) .

Total

Fig. 2, Computation of cost of flour blend.

The coat sheet, Fig. 1, is proposed for the following reasons,

which are explained in greater detail in subsecuent sections:

1. Basis for control of grs.in nr-eds as to quantity and
grade.

E. B£,sis for preparation wad control of grain position
(long am ahort report) as to quantity, grade, and
price.

3. Basis for a position report on feed and clears (if
desired)

.

4. Bails for obtaining information for comparison between
• ;stlm..te and actual costs ana an analysis of the result-
ant variances.

5. B;;si3 upon which interdepartmental contracts can be
negotiated between the grain and milling departments.

It is essential that the cost sheet be prepared in tripli-

cate, at least; ono copy t-.; the sales manager, one copy to the

grain department, am ths original to be attached to the firm's

copy of the sales contract.

Explanatory notes are necessary at this stage concerning

the necessity of preparing a differential cost analysis discussed
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under the heading of "Price and Production Policy", and the cost

sheet or sales analysis explained before. The incorporation of

these estimates in accounting records is explained in detail in

subsequent sections, but it is necessary to understand certain

interrelationships of these estimates at this point.-

The cost sheet shows estimates of cost other than the cost

of conversion and selling. The cost of conversion is the labor

and overhead costs of converting wheat to flour and by-products.

These estimates are incorporated in the accounting records. The

cost sheet also shows an estimate margin for conversion which is

not incorporated in the accounts, but used merely as a means of

comparison with the estimate costs of conversion shown in the dif-

ferential cost analysis.

The differential cost analysis shows a detailed record of

estimate costs of conversion. These costs are to be incorporated

in the accounts.

GRAM DEPARTMENT ACCOUHTINS

Nature of Operations

Regardless of how Involved the operations of a milling con-

cern's grain department become, it is assumed that the primary

purpose of such a department is to mane available to the mill,

sufficient quantities of the desired grades of wheat at a price

approximating, as nearly as possible, the estimate price of wheat

used In booking flour sales. Aside from this primary purpose,

some grain departments do a regular ca3h grain trading business
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and engage in extensive operations involving open f.nd government

storage.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that successful mill-

ing operations necessitate a grain deoart-ent able to defray its

own expenses as well as show a profit on its own operations.

Proper evaluation of grain department efficiencies ana the deter-

mination of contributions made to the success of the enterprise,

require financial facts. The accounting records should be set up

in such a Banner that the grain department's profit or loss for

each accounting period is completely segregated from the profit or

loss on other operating divisions.

The grain department has been classified as a production

department because it adds value directly to the product by proper

mixing, conditioning, and storing grain. The purpose of the grain

department might indicate that it should be classified as a ser-

vice department. To a limited extent, producing departments may
t

perform a service, and service departments may engage in produc-

tion. The mill's grain department exemplifies a production de-

partment which performs a service to another production department.

For simplicity of illustration, it is assumed that the grain

department's only purpose is to supply the milling department

with its need for the basic raw material, wheat, to fulfill flour

sales. The operations of the grain department then are as follows:

1. dash wheat purchases; 2. storage of milling wheat; S. wheat

conditioning; 4. hedging of wheat position; 5. issuing mix.s to

the milling department. Basic control records were devised v/lth

these operations in mind.



Cash grain purchases can be mide from various sources; in

carload lots from outside suppliers, in truckload lots delivered

direct to the •lovator, or in carlots from the company's own line

elevators. Carlot grain from outsiders may be purchased "on

track" from samples brought to the cash trading floor of a board

of trade, or "to arrive", that is, for future delivery within a

specified period.

Causes of Variance

Variance between actual and estimate cost in the grain depart

ment is numerous. Accounting records must be devised to determine

as accurately, a3 well as economically, as possible the amount and

cause of the variance.

Physical quantity variance is caused by shrinkage (loss of

weight) in the process of storage and conditioning in the grain

elevator. Overall loss by shrinkage is not the only problem in-

volving physical quantities. Proper grades must be purchased in

sufficient quantities to provide the milling department with its

grain requirements. Care must be exercised in the issuance of mill

mixtures for the production of different grades of flour. Close

contact must be maintained with the production manager to deter-

mine what grain is required by forward flour sales and whether or

not he has been receiving proper mixes.

The grain department is responsible to the mill in pricing

wheat to them at a per unit cost quoted when flour contracts were

booked. This assures, insofar as possible, that the speculative

element inherent in grain ownership Is eliminated from the milling
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department. The variance due to cash and future position is thus

placed in the grain department. Cash wheat purchases, issuances to

the mill for grinds, variations in yield, and new flour bookings

will all affect the quantity and grade position. Careful scrutini-

zation of these factors is of utmost importance to the grain depart-

ment as well as the entire enterprise. Premiums and discounts of

cash wheat over or under the futures will cause variances. A

smart grain trader is a mutt to a successful mill.

Lastly, but not of least importance, is the variance between

estimate labor and overhead costs, determined before the start of

the accounting period, and actual costs accumulatea during the

period.

Wheat Control Account

The wheat control account together with supporting subsidiary

records was designed to record and/or furnish a basis for the

determination of the source and cause of variances due to the pur-

chase, ownerships, and issuance of cash wheat.

Reference to the wheat control account, Fig. 1, will aid the

reader in following the accounting procedure. Note that the debits

and credits indicated are merely abbreviated summaries, but a

detailed explanation is necessary to a full understanding of the

account.

Grain department purchases of cash wheat are recorded in the

boc^s of original entry and posted in total periodically to the

general ledger account, as follows

s



»HSAT CONTROL WHEAT PRICK VARIANCE

Actual quantity
-•lea

Freight (K.C. to
origin less K.C.
to mill)

Actual quantity
it '.

.' prloe
in

jias, milling
ont)

Inventory i market
(theoretical cost)

Loss due to shrinkage
(charge °rofit & Loss)

—Variance

—

(from Wheat Control)

-Variance*

-INO ACCOUNT

Gnin Loss

WHEAT INVENTORY.

Inventory 9
market (set
up at enrl oi'

period from
Wheat Control)

Fig. 1. Seiaoted grain department accounts.
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Debit: Wheat Control

Credit: Cash (or a liability)

The amount of the debit is determined by multiplying the

actual quantity (bushels) of grain purchased by the actual price

contracted. The account does not accumulate futures dealings upon

which it is not Intended that delivery be made. ThR amount will,

however, include wheat bought "to arrive" and "on track" as well

as wheat actually in the elevator bins. Recognition of purchases

"to arrive" and "on track" may require an adjusting entry at the

end of the accounting period, if entries for purchases are not

recorded until payment is rendered, or to be rendered.

Payments for purchases of wheat, other than truck grain, do

not usually include freight charges to the mill. In other words,

the price is stated f.o.b. shipping point (origin). Freight charges

must, consequently, ba pala to move the grain to the mill unload-

ing dock. Transit billings were discussed earlier and only the

accounting treatment need be mentioned here. Freight paid to the

mill is recorded:

Debit: Wheat Control

Mbit I Transit Control

Credit: Cash

The debit to Wheat Control is determined by the difference

between the rate charged by the railroad to move the car to the

mill and the through rate from origin to Kansas City (the terminal

basing point for Kansas mills) . Transit control Is debited with

the resultant excess paid the railroad, and cash is credited with

the total amount disbursed. The theory bshind this entry is
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developed fully in the section "Transit Accounting".

The Wheat Control Account has now been charged with the cost

of grain purchases, which includes the billet1 price plus freight

based on th9 through rate from origin to the terminal basing point.

Subsidiary records (not shown) supporting these entries are the

perpetual inventory record (Bushel Control), unsettled pan tlck-ts,

the open contract file, and the file of transit tonnage paid and

applied.

Sources of entries in the perpetual inventory record are

obtained from cs»r unloading reports, truck scale tickets, car

loading out reports, and issur;nce-to-mill records. The Bushel

Control, being a perpetual inventory control, need not carry de-

tail as to quality of wheat in the elevators, nor on the quality

or the individual ownership of wheat held for storage. The eleva-

tor superintendent should maintain a running bin card record on

all mill bins, showing quantity and quality of contents. From

the bin record, the superintendent prepares a summary bin report

which gives the grain executive complete information regarding

grain stock on hand. The total bushels shown on the summary bin

report must coincide with the stock balance for the elevator shown

on the bushel control.

The transit tonnage file is kept by the traffic department.

The basis of entries in this record is transit tonnage paid in

and tonnage applied to outbound shipments. Information relative

to entries to be made to record freight on inbound shipments is

supplied by the traffic officer. The balance of transit on hand

at the end of a period, shown by the tonnage take off, will
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constitute the tonnage applicable to the inventory of wheat on

hand

.

Issuance of Whent to the Kill

Issuances of wheat to the milling department are summarized

by UR entry crediting the 7*eat Control and eherging the milling

department Wheat in Process account. It was contemplated thi.t

the milling department profit and loss should contain, insofar as

practical, no grain speculative element. To mike this possible

the wheat position of the milling department must always be kept

perfectly balanced through daily purchsses, from the grain depart-

ment, of sufficient wheat of each mill mix to cover the day's net

flour sales. This is accomplished through the negotiation of in-

terdepartmental grain contracts. In offeet, interdepartmental

contracts call for delivery of wheat, on demand, to the milling

department when needed for milling. The milling department does

not own the wheat nor pay for it until it is ground into flour.

At the close of the market each day, the grain department

furnishes the milling department with a list of prices covering

each wheat mix authorized for sale. These prices are good until

the opening of the futures market the next day. The grain depart-

ment thus agrees to sell to the milling department, at quoted

prices, whatever quantity of wheat is necessary to cover the flour

sold during the period from one market session to the next. If

sales are made during the market session, the sale must be made

at special prices agreed upon, or included with sales mav.e after

the close of that day.
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Interdepartmental contracts, and applications against those

contracts, involve some basic questions to be answered: 1, What

basis is to be used to determine the quantity of wh.=-at that the

grain department agrees to sell to the a tiling department? 2.

What price will be charged for applications of wheat on the con-

tracts negotiated? 3. How are variances between actual and esti-

mated quantities to be handled?

The cost sheet, made up at the time flour contracts are booked,

furnishes the basis upon which the estimated quantity of wheat

requirements is determined. The cost sheet contains estimates,

based on an estimate yield, of grain requirements by grade to

produce each hundredweight of flour sold. A summary analysis

must be prepared showing the grade requirements ana the quantity

needed (hundredweights of flour sold x each respective amount of

grain required to produce one hundredweight) to fill the forward

flour sales. The cost sheet also furnishes the price at which the

quantities are to be delivered.

The quantities applied against the interdepartmental con-

tracts are easily, In theory, determined by weighing of respec-

tive grades issued to the mill. The price to be used in deter-

mining the value charged against open interdepartmental contracts

involves more complex problems. The milling department seldom

knows exactly which flour contract it is grinding on when wheat

is called for from the grain department. It may start operations

by producing a certain grado of flour, grind for a specified time

and change to another grade, and so on. The flour, thus produced,

may be stored momentarily, loaded on freight cars awaiting shlppln



directions, or loaded on trucks for delivery. The problem of

Matching each grain requisition with each specific flour contract is

nearly Impossible and definitely impractical.

The cost of wheat used may be determined in total at the end

of each accounting period instead of by individual flour sales

contracts. Daily grain requirements, evidenced by cost she.ts,

are entered on an Interdepartmental grain contract sheet. At the

end of the month the total values of the current montn's inter-

departmental contracts are added to the balance brought forward

from the previous month; the current montn's unfilled order balance

is deducted at thu contract price for each grade in unfilled book-

ings, unprotected by flour on hand; the result is the estimate

charge for the current month's grind. Adjustments are then made

for yield variations and the result la the actual charge for the

current month's grind.

Further explanation for handling interdepartmental contract

applications is necessary. Fig. S illustrates a suggested inter-

departmental contract sheet. Procedure for entries follows:

1. Summarise each day's flour sales by grades, convert to

bushel equivalents, and enter bushels of each grade required under

the respective grade title opposite appropriate day of the month.

2. The firm grade prices quoted by the grain department at

the close of the market each aay are used to price all Interdepart-

mental contracts, exeept special sales which may carry their own

prices. The bushels required multiplied by the unit cost will

give the amount to be entered under each grade of wheat. Addi-

tion of respective totals will determine the value to be entered
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in the column "Total Amount", which should be extended daily.

3. PerioQ totals are determined by adding all columns as

indicated. Bring forward all figures from the previous period's

Interdepartmental Grain Contracts Sheet, labeled "Closing unfilled

orders". These amounts will be entered on the current sheet oppo-

site "Balance forward from last period". Addition of these amounts

will give the entries In the "Total" line.

4. After entering the propor sums in the "Total" line, enter

in the bushel columns in the "Closing unfilled orders" line the

estimate amount of wneat of each respective grade needed to fill

the unfilled bookings, unprotected by flour on hand, at the end

of the period. Then derive the bushels in the "Estimate charge for

wheat used" line by deducting the "Unfilled orders" bushels from

the "Total" bushels. Enter the weighted average price for each

wheat grade (refer to "Inventory Valuation") in the "Closing un-

filled orders" line and extend each bushel figure by its respec-

tive price, entering the results in the "Total Amount" column.

The "Total Amount" for the "Estimate charge for wheat used" is

then derived by deducting the "Closing unfilled orders" amount

from the amount in tne "Total" line.

6. The "Total Amount" column will contain the value of the

"Estimate charge for wheat used" (estimate quantity at estimate

price) which is the basis for the entry charging the packing de-

partment for flour from the milling department. This is explained

in a section concerning the two departments.

6. The explanation Is complete if It were not for the fact

that actual yield in not always exactly the same as the estimate
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yield used on the cost sheet In determining flour prices. Yield

variation causes variances In the quantity of wheat required by

the milling department. Provisions are thus necessary for adjust-

ments to flour contracts caused by yield. Adjustments may be made

dally or only at periodical closing dates. Basic problems Involved

are the accuracy desired In the departmental charges and the grain

position. The more frequently yield variations are recognized the

more accurate the charges and the statement of long and short

position. In any case, the adjustment is accomplished by providing

an "Adjustments" line in the Interdepartmental grain contract

sheet below the "Estimate charge for wheat used" line which will

be the result of adding or deducting net variations from estimate

yield. The "Adjusted wheat used" will then be the basis for the

entry charging the milling department's wheat in Process and cred-

iting Wheat Control. A subsidiary record, summarizing dally yield

variations, should be used in determining adjustments to be made.

A daily report will be made by the milling department to the

wheat department informing them of the deviation from estimate

yield. This yield should be on a dry dirty basis. This report

will give the grain department the necessary information enabling

them to adjust their long and short, keeping the wheat position

balanced. If the yield reports are accurate, the grain department

should know approximately the adjustment necessary at the end of

the accounting period, since they should have made adjustments

in the long and short during the period, the actual position,

after adjustments at the end of the period, should be nearly

balanced.



The methods Just described facilitate a more accurate pre-

sentation of the daily long and short report (a control for hedging

operations) ana the position statement (availability of, and grain

requirements report) . No basic change is recommenced in either

report but the information contained therein will come closer to

presenting the facts. Grain requirements are available by grade,

facilitated by the cost sheet analysis; wheat used is available

by grades; and daily variation in yield can be considered in the

reports. It must be recognized that the long and short report and

the position statement are still approximate. In the production

of unfilled contracts, a number of variables may ent^r into the

production and shipment of flour that cannot ba foreseen «t the

time the contract is made. In producing 80 per cent patent flour,

for example, the percentage may vary from an 60 per cent to a

79 per cent, or an 80$ par cent or some other figure near an 80

per cent. Customers may change their specifications as to grade,

paying a higher or lower differential to conform to the grade

finally shipped. A customer, on the other hand, may contract for

flour not knowing the quantity of each grade he might want deliver-

ed. Under these circumstances only estimates can be made 0: the

grades to be shipped in computing the wheat position by grades.

Position reports, of necessity, must be approximate, but the

more accurate the information the more useful the report.

An alternate method of presenting the long and short report

is illustrated below:



Wheat stock (owned)

flheat Purchases (cash wheat)

Flour Inventory (by grade)

Total

(Less) Unfilled Contracts (requirements for
specific flour grades)

sh Wheat Long or (short)

(Less) Futures Sold or (Purchased)

Net Long or (short)

Fig. o. Alternate long and short report.

XXX Bushels

XXX Bushels

Bushels

XXXX Bushels

XXX Bushels

XX Bushels

XX Bushels

Bushels

Wheat Account Closing Procedure

Shrinkage in wheat caused by physical handling and storage

must be taken into consideration at periodical closing dates. The

quantity of the shrinkage may be determined by using a fixed per

cent of wheat stocks or by sn actual weigh up of stocks on h~nd.

When actual weigh ups are made, shrinkage may be represented by

the difference between perpetual inventory stock records and the

phyalMi inventory weights. Tfie value of the shrinkags should be

computed at market (f.o.b. mill) and an entry made charging Loss

Due to Shrinkage (closed to Grain Department Profit and Loss) and

crediting Iffheat Control.

The Wheat Control account has now been charged with the actual

quantity of cash wheat purchased at the invoice price plus freight

to the mill on a through proportional rate. Credits to the ac-

count have been made for Issuances to the mill department on the

basis of actual quantity at estimate (cost sheet) prices, and an
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adjustment for normal shrinkage. One additional credit is neces-

sary before a 'rtheat Price Variance can be determined. The inven-

tory of wheat stocks must be set up at market (f.o.b. mill), ad-

justed by gains or losses in unfilled bookings and open futures.

Inventory valuation is explained fully in a subsequent section.

The point to note here is that the inventory is valued at a theo-

retical cost or an approximate representation of actual quantity

at estimate prices.

Ihe ,',heat Control account balance will now represent a wheat

^rice variance or the difference between actual prices paid for

cash wheat and tha estimate prices used when flour was booked.

Ihe prict! variance may be due to more than one cause, namely,

efficiencies or inefficiencies in buying, handling and storing

j-rain, ana gains anu/or losses from changes in the market price of

cash wheat.

I it control is closed by either charging or crediting the

OOOQSfc with the amount of the wheat price variance; the corres-

ponding aebit or credit, as the case may be, Is made to the Wheat

Price Variance account. If the Wheat Price Variance has a debit

,; l\a«, it indicates, tneoretically at least, that the actual

price has exceeded the estimate; on the other hand, if the account

shows a credit balance, it indicates that the actual price paid

... _ ies- Ciictn the estimate. Wheat Price Variance is closed to

Grain Department Profit ana Loss.
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Futures Operations

liaoc the milling department is to be relieved of speculative

risx, the grain de^artiaent bears the responsibility of protecting

the company from speculi tiva losses inherent in grain ovmershlp.

The fundamentals of haaging anu keeping the position balana .d have

already been discussed, but an additional limitation of hedging

and maintaining a balanced position is the "normal trading unit".

Trades are normally made in "round lots" of 5,000 bushels ana the

smallest possible trade is the "Job lot" consisting of 1,000

tmsbsXsi no the problem of keeping a "perfect" balance is prac-

U] ssible.

Accounting for futures operations involves only one general

ledger account, Trading Account. This account is used to record

only gfcins and los3os on closed traaes. Open futures accounts are

maintained in subsidiary records onlyj but are considered in the

determination of inventory values. The Trading Account account

bulf.nce is ultimately closea to Grain Department Profit and Loss

but a comparison should be mude to the Wheat Price Variance. The

profit or loss shown in the Trading Acoount should, theoretically,

counterbalance a portion of the Wheat Price Variance since the

profit or loss from closed trades should balance the profit or

loss in oash wheat transactions. This will likely not be the exact

oa3e because the position cannot alway.-j be perfectly balanced.

0th«r factors that must not be neglected have already been mentioned,

ttet of efficiencies of grain handling operations within the grain

department.
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Accounting for Labor and Overhead

Accounting for labor and overhead in the grain department does

not folic, the general procedure of the estimate cost system used

in conjunction with a process cost accounting system useu in the

milling and flour packing departments. The grain department as

outlined i~ ate productive unit operating as though it were

an outside supplier of grain. The general principles of process

coat ace. anting involve the accumulation of cost, both direct and

indirect, in cost accounts during the period and are classified by

rtments at the tad of tne period. The grain department con-

sist- of only one department and performs but a single process.

The grain operations could be further broken down by departments

and processes, but the author does not believe it practical for

purposes of this thesis. Process cost principles further dictate

that in cases where products are processed in more than one de-

partment, costs of one department are transferred to the next

department, the total cost of products being accumulated when com-

pleted. This does not apply to the grain department because issu-

.re made to tne Billing department at a predetermined price

regardless of grain department costs.

It is not Intended that the wrong impression be created con-

cerning the accumulation of costs by process cost methods. Costs

of labor and overheaa v. ill be accumulatea in this manner and distri-

buted to depart i.untk wiinin the entire enterprise (to production

and seivlce departments) but these costs will not be further broken

down within the grain department.

la view of tne above difficulties, created by the fact that
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a separate grain department profit and loss is determined, a

simple flsaaaial accounting procedure will be U3ed in accounting

for
' rb*aA in the grain department. Cost estimates

will, nevertheless, taa computer.: for grain department lnbor and

overhead but these estimates will not be incorporated in the ledger

accounts. costs :.r<; carried in the accounting records

for co;
| a&d statistical purposes only. It should be noted

also that fchMI co.it estimates ajto not included in a differential

conversion co<;t un;..lyais.

Accounting for labor involves the use of a general ledger

control account, Payroll, in which are accumulated the actual costs

of 1-bor, both direct and indirect, for the entire plant. The

awraat ... L.i. ; debit to Grain Department Labor, for the direct

labor portion of the payroll, is obtained from subsidiary records

L:aninf - duily time reports and salaries separated by departments.

Amounts of direct labor are usually easily determined for the grain

department because those who do work that can be directly identified

with the product, wheat, are usea exclusively in the grain depart-

ment.

At tha Md of the period a summary entry is made crediting

Payroll and debiting, among other accounts, Grain Department Labor

for the department's actual share of the direct labor cost. Other

debits will include; Other Departments' Labor, end Overhead (for

the indirect labor portion of the payroll) . Grain Department Labor

is than olot-ed to the Grain Department Profit and Loss.

Actual overhear is accmiulatea in general ledger control

accounts during the perioa for the entire plant. At the end of
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the period a summary entry is prepared debiting Grain Department

Overhead (for allocated portion), other Departments' Overhead,

and crediting Overhead for the total actual amount accumul: ted

during the period. The Grain Department Overhead account is then

closed to Grain Department Profit nnc1 Loss.

Other sources of income to the Grain Department may be derived

from open and government storage grain. Accounts may be provided

to accumulate such income.

Statement Presentation

The Grain Department Profit and Loss may be presented as il-

lustrated in Fig. 4. Sales are evidenced, in the accounts, by

issuances to the milling department (actual quantity, cost sheet

price). The items under Cost of wheat sold concern cash wheat

owned. Loss Due to Shrinkage must be added to the Ending Inven-

tory} otherwise, the Gross cssh wheat gain or loss, evidenced by

the Wheat Price Variance, will not reflect the same amount indicated

in the accounts; also, the Loss Due to Shrinkage could not be shown

separately due to the fact that it would have been recognized in

the total wheat cost. Net gain or los3 on closed trades is shown

in the account balance of the Trading Account. The remaining items

are self-explanatory.

The Grain Department Profit and Loss presents an unusual ap-

pearance due to the fact that two general accounting techniques

are used therein: estimate cost and financial accounting. No

separate balance sheet is prepared for tha grain department.



GRABS DEPART"

Statement of Profit and Loss

for Period Ended 12

• Lea

Cost of wheat soldi

Beginning Inventory
Purchases
Add freight in
WheRt available
Less: ending inventory (theoretical cost) XXX

Add loss due to shrinkage
Total wheat cost

Gross cash wheat gain or (loss)

Net gain or (loss) on closed trades

Net profit or loss on grain transactions

Adds other income

Open storage
Government storage

Deduct: other expense

Loss due to shrinkage
Labor
Overhead

Net profit or (loss) for period

nan

XXX
XX

XXX

XXX

) XXX
XX

XXXX

XXX
XXXX
XXX

(XX)

XX

XXX
XXX Ed

XX
XX
XX XXX XX

XXX

Fig. 4. Grain department profit and loss statement.
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KILLING AND FLOUR PACKING DEPARTMENT ACCOUNTING

Nature of Operation

The general nature of operations of the Billing department

is concerned with the gradual reduction of wheat and the separa-

tion of flour and by-products. Wheat undergoes many different

stages of completion and many different operations before the final

product is obtained} however, to separate these processes and

departmentalize the productive unit would seem impractical for

general accounting purposes as well as from an economy standpoint.

The more detailed cost analysis made possible by such a breakdown

would, in general, be outweighed by the time and effort necessary

to produce such results.

The process of packing the products of milling operations is

distinctly different from the grinding and sifting, or milling,

process. Packaging, therefore, has been separated from the mill-

ing department. The milling department costs will include only

those of extracting flour and offal from wheat and the addition

of such other materials, necessary to produce a certain grade of

flour.

Finished flour and offal from the milling department are

Immediately Issued to the flour packing department and the feed

packing department; consequently, no inventory is assumed to be

in the milling department at any time. Obviously, there is wheat

continuously in the process of being milled but for accounting

purposes this is eliminated by periodic "cut offs" before account-

ing statements are prepared. "Cut offs" are accomplished by

^^H
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assuming that the mill is shut-down at a certain time. The wheat

then in process is allowed to be completely processed and the

products issued to the packing department which in turn packs the

product for shipment. In smaller mills the mill may IM actually

shut-down for the periodic "cut off".

The flour packing do. »rta«at is responsible for the sacking

or packing of various grades of flour and loading it for shipment.

The operations are not complex and the only variances are those

caused by lost, spoiled, or broken units, ana the aifferences

between actual and estimate costs of material, labor, and overhead.

Causes of Variance

Variance between actual and estimate cost occurs in the mill-

ing department as well as in other departments. These variances

must be determined and analyzed.

Variance as to quantity will be the result of yield In the

case of flour ;;nd offal, yield will be affected by temper gains

and the amount of screenings obtained in the cleaning process.

Not only the amount of a particular grade flour obtained but also

the quantity, type, and grade of feed and clear flour will be af-

fected by yield. The cost sheet estimates anticipate the grain

requirements for the production of a specific quantity of a par-

ticular grade flour. In aaKing this flour, It is further antici-

pated that a certain total quantity of feed and clear will result.

Further assumptions are made as to the separation by grade of feed

and clears. Actual productive activity may produce amounts and

grades differing from cost ebeet estimates.
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The cost sheet contains other estimates to be considered in

the milling department. Ingredients costs for materials such as

enrichment, malt, etc., to be added to certain flour orders, are

estimated at the time flour is booked. Estimate costs and actual

costs must be compared.

Labor and overhead estimates are the result, not of the cost

sheet, but of procedures preparatory to differential cost analysis

before the periou begins. These estimates are incorporated in the

accounting records and compared to actual costs accumulated during

the period.

Host of the above variances are determined and presented in

the milling department accounts but some variances, for various

reasons, are determined and presented in other departmental ac-

counts! namely, the flour .%na offi.1 variances, which appear in the

flour and feed packing department accounts, respectively. c-

counting technique must be assigned 30 that the proper variances

appear in the proper Accounts. The interrelationship of accounts,

variances, and transactions between the milling and flour packing

departments prompteu the discussion of the two in the same section.

Accounting Procedure

An accounting plan is u&ed which incorporates cost estimates

in the general ledger aocounts in connection with a system of pro-

cess cost accounting. An average cost per unit of product is

herein deemed suitable. Comparisons are made at the end of the

accounting period when totals of estimate and actual cost for each

element are brought together in work in process accounts.
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The accounting procedure underlying the estimate and process

cost technique Is as follows:

1. At the beginning of the period the unit cost, per hundred-

weight, of labor and overhead of the various products to be manu-

factured Is estimated, as explained in the procedure preparatory

to a differential cost analysis. During the period, the unit cost

of wheat and materials is estimated by cost sheet analysis.

2. During the period, the cost estimates are used as a basis

for costing goods transferred to the next process and goods com-

pleted and shipped. Wheat in Process, Materials in Process, Labor

In Process, and Overhead in Process, milling department, are

credited and the flour packing department Flour In Process acoount

debited with the "Estimate cost of wheat used" (refer to pp. 53-

65). The flour packing department •;> Materials In Process, Ltbor

in Process, Overhead in Process, and Flour in Process accounts are

credited and Finished Goods is debited for the estimate cost of

products completed and shipped. The credit to Flour In .

Jroeess

includes the estimate cost of wheat, materials, labor, and over-

head from the milling department only.

3. As goods are sold during the period, Cost of Goods Sold

Js debited and the Finished Goods account credited with the esti-

mate oost of goods completed and shipped.

4. As flour contracts are filled during the period, Flour

In Process is credited ana Offal Control debited for the estimate

credit allowed when the flour contracts were booked.

5. During the period the actual cost of materials, other than

wheat, Is recorded in the Materials account; the actual cost of



labor Is charged to the Payroll account; and the actual Indirect

costs are accumulated in the Overhead account.

6. At the end of the period, the actual cost of direct materi-

als, other than wheat, consumed in production is credited to the

Materials account and debited to Materials in Process milling de-

partment, and Materials in Process, flour packing department. The

actual cost of direct labor is credited to the Payroll account

and debited to Labor in Process, milling department, Labor in

Process, flour packing department and grain department Labor; and

the actual amount of overhead, including indirect materials and

Indirect labor, is crediteu to the Overhead account and debited

(on the basis of allocation schedules) to each Service Department,

the grain department Overhead, Overhead in Process, milling de-

partment, and Overhead in Process, flour packing department. Serv-

ice department costs are then allocated back to the production

departments on the basis of equitable pre-determinec rates, debit-

ing gralS department Overhead, Overhead in Process, milling depart-

ment, and Overhead in process, flour packing department. The cor-

responding credit is to each Service Department.

7. The "actual" wheat costs are determined in the grain de-

partment and at the end of the period Wheat Control is credited

with the "Adjusted wheat used" and Wheat in Process is debited with

the "actual" cost of wheat used during the period.

8. At the end of the period, as a part of the closing process,

it is necessary to evaluate the inventory of flour on hand. By

means of a "cut off", explained before, all goods are completely

finished. In other words there is no goods in process inventor? in
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various stages of completion. Flour Inventory is debited and

Flour in Process, Materials in Process, Labor in Process, and Over-

head in Process, flour packing department, are credited for the

estimate value of flour on hand. The credit to Flour in Process

is determined by the estimate cost of wheat, after deducting the

estimate offal credit (refer to Inventory Valuation, p. 1S7 )

,

other materials adcied in the milling department, and estimate mill-

ing department labor and overhead costs, indicated in estimates of

cost of conversion. The amount of the credit to the flour pack-

ing department Labor in Process ana Overhead in Process is also

indicated in the estimates of cost of conversion. The amount of

the credit to the flour packing department Materials in Process

is determined by the weighted average estimate coat of materials

contained in the flour inventory, indicated on eost sheets appli-

cable to unfilled contracts.

9. At the end of the period, Flour in Process la credited

and Offal Control debited for the estimate offal credit allowed

on the basis of a weighted average price in all unfilled contracts.

It is necessary that this entry bs reversed before the next ac-

counting period begins.

10. The balances remaining in the work in process accounts

represents the variances between actual and estimate costs and the

loss due to lost, spoiled, or defective units. The balances are

transferred to Wheat Quantity Variance, Lost, Spoiled and Defective

Work, and Material, Labor, and Overhead Variance accounts (in both

the milling and the flour packing departments)

.

11. Cost estimates for subsequent periods must be revised,
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If necessary, in accordance with errors localized in the variance

accounts, due consideration being given to forecast changes in

costs for the ensuing period.

Disposition of Variance

The disposition of variance is discussed separately from the

above steps in accounting procedure, because the disposition Is

not as definite end clear cut as the rest of the process of ac-

counting for costs. A general statement Is ventured, however:

Variances are disposed of by correcting the -accounts for the amount

of error in cost estimates so that cost records are corrected to

actual cost.

The Wheat Quantity Variance is caused by differences in the

estimate yield shown in the cost sheet used to book forwarc flour

sales, and the actual yield, evidenced by the units of flour pro-

duced. The variance appears in the ftlieat in Frocess account as

a result of charging the account -with the "actual" wheat cost and

crediting the account with the estimate cost of wheat used.

Wheat Quantity Variance may « either a debit or a credit,

depending upon whether the actual quantity exceeded, or was less

than, the estimated Quantity. A debit variance indicates that the

actual quantity used was greater than the estimate. A credit

variance Indicates that the estimated quantity was greater than

the actual quantity used. In either instance, the Wheat Quantity

Variance will be disposed of in th9 same manner.

Fotlmate costs were used during the period, and at the end of

the period, to determine the cost of goods sola ana the ending



inventory of flour on hand. An estimate amount of wheat cost Is

therefore contained in the two accounts. In ordur to correct the

accounts for the error, Cost of Goods Sold ana Flour Inventory are

debited, assuming a debit variance, or credited, assumin6 a credit

variance, and Wheat quantity Variance is credited, or debited.

The amount of the debit or credit to Cost of Goods Sold and Flour

Inventory, individually, will depend on the value of estimate wheat

cost, used this period, now induced in the two accounts. The

basis for the allocation will then be the proportionate value of

the total cost, now in each account.

Because of the fact that the great predominance of error will

likely be in the Cost of Goods Sold account, it would seem most

practical to close the variance only to Cost of Goods Sold.

Lost, spoiled and Defective Work is caused by loss of units

Issued to the flour department for packaging and sale. Such losses

may be the result of inefficiencies in the milling department, or

even in the grain department due to Improper issuances of grain

mixes, long weights in flour packages, spilling of products, and

package breakage in the flour packing department. Causes of loss

should be analyzed ana the variance disposed of accordingly.

Some of the loss may be due to normal conditions while the

rest may be an abnormal loss. In general, normal losses should be

allocated to the units completed, increasing the cost per unit;

abnormal losses should be shown a3 such and disposed of to Grain

Department Profit and Loss and/or Flour Proauction Profit and Loss,

depending on where the inefficiency occurred.

Material Variance and Labor Variance accounts in the milling
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department and the flour packing department, are due to differences

between estimate costs, determined by estimate Quantity (or time),

and actual costs determined by actual quantity (or time)j and the

differences between the estimate price (or wage) and HCtuul price

(or wage). The variances appear in the respective accounts as a

result of charging the accounts with -actual costs and crediting

them with estimate costs.

Estimate costs were used during the period, and at the end

of the period, to determine the cost of goods sold and the ending

inventory of flour on hand. An estimate cost of material and labor

is therefore contained in the two accounts. In order to correct

the error, the same reasoning is followed for the disposition as

explained before for the disposition of the Vfheat Quantity Variance.

The total m,-xtv.rlal and labor variances are aue to two causes,

namely: quantity and price, In the case of materials, anc. time

and wage, In the case of labor. Additional analysis may be made

showing separate causes of the total variance.

Material Quantity Variance is determined by the difference

between the total estimate and actual quantity required to complete

the period's production, multiplied by the estimate unit price of

materials. Material Price Variance is determined by multiplying

the difference between the estimate price and the actual price,

by the total estimate material quantity to complete the period's

production.

Labor Time Variance is determined by the difference between

the total estimate and actual labor time to complete the period's

production, multiplied by the estimate labor wage. Labor Wage
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Variance is determined by the difi'erence between the estimate wage

anu the actual wage multiplied by the total estimate labor time to

complete the period's production.

The complications involved in the additional analysis of

Material Variance and Labor Variance .J-iy indicate that the addi-

tional information i3 not worth the time involved in determining

the additional variances.

The Overhead Variance, for the milling department and the

flour packing department, is also caused by differences between

actual and estimate costs, but estimate overhead is applied to

production on the basis of a predetermined overhead distribution

rate, a rate per unit to be applied on the basis of units completed.

By first estimating the total overhead for a complete business

cycle and then estimating the total production for the same period,

the rate can be determined by dividing the estimated overhead by

the estimated production. Several rates may be determined by

assuming different levels of production and applying them accord-

ingly as different levels of production are reached. Consequently,

the Overhead Variance is the result of incorrect applications of

rates and the variance should be disposed of as described for the

disposition of the Wheat Quantity Variance.

Summary

By the methods described above, the actual and estimate costs

have been determined, incorporated in the accounts and thereby

brought together for comparison. Variances are shown and disposed

of to correct the accounts to actual cost. The facts may thus
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be presented to management In separate reports or incorporated

in the formal statements.

ACCOUNTING FOR BY-PRODUCTS

Nature of By-Products

The distinction between Joint products and by-products is

difficult to define and authorities on cost accounting differ

widely in their opinion. The differentiation is in reality only

a matter of degree. Whether a product is considered a joint or

by-product makes little difference excej t that it is generally

agreed that costs of production before the point of "split off

should be allocated on some predetermined oasis to the several

products produced in the same process. On the other hand, by-

products are considered to accumulate no costs, at least to the

point of "split off".

A flour mill processes more than one commodity from one basic

raw material. Flour is the commodity considered to be of the

greatest importance to the firm ana the resultant offal is dis-

posed of by the most profitable means possible. Flour is sold on

contract ana a mill generally operates only if there are flour

contracts on hanu to be filleu. In other words, a mill does not

run to produce bran and shorts but operates to produce flour. In

the process of doing so, bran and shorts are produced froa the

same process but are considered of less importance than the flour,

though there is a growing and active market for mill by-products.

To obtain the cost of a sack of offal by allocating costs
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extremely difficult as well as impractical. Flour millers have

deducteu au estimated return from offal in determining the price

of flour for decades and the author sees no reason not to go along

with them in their decision to treat offal as a by-product. Drod-

ucts of the milling process, other than the flour the miller is

concerned with, will thus be considered and treated in the account-

ing procedure as by-products. It is worthy of note that the by-

products are not to be considered as scrap. Scrap values often

arise from incomplete or inefficient production; by-products arise

from purposeful ana efficient production.

Methods of Accounting for By-Products

There are many accounting methods which are considered usable

in handling by-product values. The more important methods may be

classified as follows!

1. Treat sales of by-products as other Income. The main

product bears all costs of production and its sale yields the

operating income.

2. Treat sales of by-products as a reduction in the cost of

producing the main product.

S. Treat sales of by-products as a reduction of production

costs, after deducting manufacturing costs beyond the point of

« split off" and all selling expenses incurred in their sale.

4. Treat sales of by-procucts as other income but deduct

from that income the costs beyond the point of "split off",

5. Accumulate costs of by-products throughout the production

i^H
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process and treat the net Income from their sale as other Income

or open ting income. To treat as operating Income would In reality

place the commodity in the Joint product classification as far as

accounting procedure is concerned.

These methods describe the general outline of procedure that

may be followed. The actual and complete procedure for a partic-

ular firm or industry aay necessitate speclftl adaptations of the

general procedure, aethoa 6 is considered to be most adaptable

to flour mill accounting.

Importance of By-product Control

The Qualities of mill by-products for live-stock feeding

purposes is well recognized. The salability of mill feeds is ex-

cellent and the price usually attractive. The market for by-

products is particularly active in the mid-west and a flour mill

located near this market has a definite advantage In disposing of

its by-products. A miller Jiay be primarily concerned with pro-

ducing flour and he probably will not operate unless he has flour

contracts and shipping ordersj nevertheless, the successful manager

knows thst his success depends to s. largj extent on his ability to

recognize at least as much from by-products as was allowed as a

credit against the cost of producing flour. Flour milling is a

highly competitive business; thus the margin of error must be small

or a firm can no longer compete in the industry. By-products

control then is important to successful as.

Referring to the section on the Cost Gheet, it is noted that

the price of flour is determlnua aft itttJfig the bulk s^les
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price of anticipated offal. The bulls sales price of offal as of

the date of the flour contract Is used in determining that offal

credit. The actual by-product will not be available for sale

until the flour contract Is ground on, which may be as long as 120

days, or longer, from the flour contract date. This means that

the offal market may fluctuate considerably before the offal is

actually available for sale and a safety factor must be used to

provide for possible market declines.

Since the by-product credit must be determined well in ad-

vance of the realization of revenue, the situation gives rise to

a probable variance between estimated realizable value, as used

in the cost sheet, ana revenue produced by the sale of the by-

products resulting from the production of flour to fill the forward

contract. This variance should be shown clearly In the accounts

in order that management is informed of causes of profit or losses

due to offal credit allowed on flour contracts. On the other

hand, the Flour in Process account (charged with the estimate cost

of wheat used) should be credited with the estimated returns from

offal.

Marketing of By-Products

By-products may be sold as produced, stored for future sale,

sold in advance by contract, and/or hedged in the futures market.

Aside from this, a variety of commodities may be marketed from

mill by-productsj for example, the by-products streams can bo run

together and the "mill-run" spouted directly into freight cars or

sacked before shipment; bran, shorts, and clears may be separated
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cial grinding before being sacked and loaded for shipment. Many

mills have their own prepared feed plants which use the by-products

of the mill as well as other ingredients to be added before the

product is sold.

If mill-feeds are used in a prepared feed plant it is desir-

able to recognize a feed department separate from the mill proper.

In such a case, the mill feed should be charged to the prepared

feed department on the same basis as if it were sold to an out-

side interest; i.e., at the bulk mill-door market price at the

date of issue. Costs in the feed department would then be accumu-

lated and analyzed by process cost accounting records and may in-

volve the incorporation of estimate costs as outlined for the mill-

ing and packing departments or the use of standard costs in a

process cost system.

In the short run, the manner in which by-products are disposed

of will depend first upon the facilities available to the mill.

Recognizing this limitation, the demand for the various commodi-

ties will influence the way in which by-products are prepared for

sale. The consumers' desires expressed in the market, influence

the price offered for mill feeds. The price in turn more or le a

dictates the mill-feed combination to be offered for sale.

In view of the above facts, it is very unlikely that a mill

will dispose of all mill feeds in the same manner. Some may be

sold bulk, some sacked before shipment, some further processed

by grinding and/or adding ingredients, and the combination of

i-oducts may be varied. This situation makes it desirable to
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accumulate further information about costs, profits, and losses

beyond the point of "split-off.

Accounting Procedure

The accounting procedure for by-products is basically the same

no matter how the by-products are marketed. A control account,

Offal Control, is established to accumulate the estimate credit

for offal expected to be produced. Offal control will be charged

with amounts determined by the credit allowed on the flour contracts

filled during the period, and the estimate offal credit in flour

(by grade) on hand at the end of the period. The corresponding

credits are to Flour in Process, reducing the cost of production

of the main product, flour, by the amount estimated in the cost

sheets. A further explanation of the entries Is necessary because

not only the price of offal but also the quantity expected to be

produced was an estimate. The dollar amount will be determined

then by multiplying the estimate quantity by the estimate price.

The estimate quantity can be found by first determining the quan-

tity of flour (by grade) shipped and on hand, and working back

to the estimate offal that should have been produced as result

of producing specific grades of flour. The estimate price is

indicated in applicable cost sheets (for flour shipped) and by

thu weighted average credit allowed in unfilled flour sales (for

flour on hand). The entry for the estimate offal credit in flour

on hand must be reversed before the start of the next accounting

period.

The inventory of offal is determined by valuing the quantity
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products may be valued at their sale price, or by making a suitable

allowance from sale price to cover the cost of selling and handling.

The offal credit in the cost sheet was determined by using the

bulk price of mill feeds. To be consistent, the credits to offal

control should be based also on the bulk price, even though the

by-products are not subsequently marketed in that manner. The

inventory of offal is set up by debiting Offal Inventory and

crediting Offal Control, at market price of offal, less Indicated

safety factors, and adjusted by gain or loss on forward sales, if

applicable.

The balance in the Offal Control now represents the estimate

offal credit applicable to offal sold. Offal Control is then closed

by debiting Offal Profit and Loss and crediting Offal Contr 1.

Actual material, lhbor, overhead, anc. selling expense allocated

from general ledger control accounts are also debited to Offal

Profit and Loss.

Credits to Off?.l Profit s.nd Loss are made at the time sales

are made, or upon requisition from the commercial feed department.

In either case the actual sales price i& recorded. The entry is

as follows: Debit Cash or a Receivable, and credit Gffal Profit

and Loss and Transit Control. The credit to Transit Control should

be for freight charged to the customer when applicable.

The Offal Profit and Loss will now reflect a variance as

evidenced by a debit or credit balance in the account. The offal

variance will be caused by two factors, the quantity of offal ob-

tained from the milling process, and the price at which offal was
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sclci after It was produced. The quantity will vary due to a

difference between the estimate and actual yield in the milling

process. The price may vary from the estimate due to fluctuations

in the mill feea maricet and methods of marketing the products.

The Offal Profit and L03S is closed by first setting up the Offal

Variance account, then adjusting the Flour Inventory and cost of

goods sold, which is ultimately closed to the general Profit and

Loss account, by th« amount of the variance. The adjustment is

made on the basis of the proportionate value of flour finished this

period, now in the respective accounts. The variance is shown in

tne Statement of Cost of Goods Manufactured as a deduction or

addition to the Cost of Flour "'inufactured, and in the Profit and

Loss Statement as an addition to or deduction from Cost of Goods

6ola.

TRANSIT ACCOUNTING

Tonnage Valuation

ihe nature of the in transit privilege was explained in a

previous section. Due to this privilege, tonnage on hand at any

particular time may have value. Inbound freight is paid for on the

basis of a rate, origin to mill. As long as this tonnage is not

cancelled, the payment can be applied agains>t outbound shipments

which carry a rate, origin to destination. Long hauls carry a

lower rate than short hauls and the 3hort haul payftent can be used

to reduce freight costs on outbound shipments.

The value of any piece of tonnage is determined by the
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railroad on an outbound salpment, tonnage applied, and the higher

flat rate which would otherwise be assessed. In othsr words, the

tonnr.ge value is the difference in freight cost that would be

charged from mill to destination on a flat rate and the balance

that must be paid to move the shipment to destination U3ing appli-

cable tonnage on hand. The tonnage value then is merely the amount

of prepayment which the mill has made against outbound freight

charges.

Methods of Valuation

Tonnage may be valued by one of two principal methods depend-

ing upon the method of valuing wheat, flour, and mill-feeds for

inventory purposes. Tonnage may be valued f.o.b. mill or basis

terminal point.

Whichever basis is employed, it must be consistent not only

with the valuation of inventories but also with the basis of valu-

ing the issuance of wheat to the milling department, wheat and

flour purchased, and unfilled contracts at the end of an account-

ing periou.

Kansas mills use Kansas City as a basing point to which all

values of grain products are related. This basing point is used

because Kansas City lies in the line of flow from the wheat pro-

ducing area to the flour consumption areas beyond.

Mills located at terminal basing points naturally use the

terminal valuation method, and it may also be used by interior

mills; however, most interior Kansas mills value their wheat and
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wheat products basis f.o.b. mill.

X K

Valuation Basis F. 0. B. Mill

Since Kansas City Is the terminal basing point for Kansas

mills, the value of wheat and mill products will be less than the

Kansas City value by the amount of freight charges necessary to

move the commodities from the mill to Kansas City.

The cost of wheat purchases should Include, not only the

invoice price (K. C. Market less freight) but also the cost of

moving tne wheat to the mill. The first problem of transit ac-

counting then is tne determination of the cost of wheat purchases

since the freight charges to the mill will normally be sufficient

to later move the wheat or wheat products beyond the mill toward

the Kansas City basing point. In oruer to determine the mill value

of wheat purchased, two factors must be known: the freight rate

from origin to Kansas City and from mill to Kansas City. Wheat

purchases will then be valued by adding to the invoice price an

amount determined by deducting the frexgnt, mill to Kansas City,

from the freight charge, origin to Kansas City.

Each individual piece of wheat tonnage is represented by a

registered freight bill which will (1) indicate the name of the

carrier, (i;) the origin of the movement, (3) the origin date, (4)

the routing, (5) the inbound freight rate, (6) the total charges

assessed, and (7) the total pounds. The first four items deter-

mine the destinations to which the tonnage can be used on outbound

movements and the particular freight tariffs which apply. The last

item signifies the quantity of wheat and/or wheat products against
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which the tonnage can be applied on outbound shipments.

It has been indicated previously, in "Grain Department Ac-

counting", that wheat purchases are first recorded by reference to

the invoice price. The second entry regarding that purchase in-

volves the use of an account, Transit Control. Transit Contrul

Is a general ledger account in which all transactions concerning

tonnage (or transit' are accumulated. As inbound freight bills

are paid, Wheat Control and Transit Control are debited and Cash,

or a liability, la credited. Wheat Control is debited with the

freight charge necessary to move the shipment to the mill on a

through rate (origin to 7. C. les; mill to X. C). Transit Control

is debited with the excess charge paid on the shipment, that is,

total charge less debit to Wheat Control. The credit to Cash is

for the full freight charge.

For illustrative purposes, assume that an Interior KansaB

liilll buys its wheat primarily from elevators located "behina" the

mill at country origin points in Kansas and adjacent states.

Tha invoice price is determined by deducting from the Kansas City

market price the freight rates from these points to the market

basing point, Kansas City. The average origin cost of wheat pur-

chases will thus be less than the value of wheat at the mill.

Assume further that in a particular c-*3e the origin to Kansas City

rate is £5 cents per cwt., the mill to Kansas City rate is 1~

cents per cwt., ana the origin to mill rate is £0 cents. The

wheat price is quoted at j.2.62 ptr bushel, Kansas City. One

thousand bushels of wheat is purchased and shipped to the mill.

The following entry would be made to record the wheat purchase
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and the payment of Inbound freight:

Debit: Wheat Control ,430.00

Debit) Transit Control 60.00

Credit: Cash
, ijo.OO

It should be remembered that the freight rates are based on

100 pounds, while the wheat price is quoted per bushel (60 pounds);

consequently, the rates per bushel are 15 cents, 9 cents, and 12

cents, respectively.

The -r.mount of the debit to Wheat Control was determined by

first deducting the freight rate mill to Kansas City, per bushel

from the wheat price per bushel (2.5? - .09) and multiplying the

remainder by the number of bushels purchased (1,000). This pro-

cedure values the wheat f.o.b. mill.

The credit to Cash was determined by first subtracting the

freight, origin to Kansas City, per bushel from the wheat price

per bushel (2.52 - .15) and multiplying the remainder by 1,0.0

bushels. Tho product is the payment to the seller. To this figure

must be added the freight payment necessary to move the wheat to

the mill (.12 x 1,000 or .20 x 600). The debit tc Transit Control

can now be determined by deducting the Wheat Control debit from

the Cash credit or by a separate computation finding the excess

paid in to the mill. In tne second instance, the excess is the

difference between the balance out charge, tonnage applied (.15 -

.12), and the rate which would otherwise be assessed, or 9 cents,

multiplied by 1,000 bushels. This same result can be obtained by

multiplying 1,000 by the difference in freight cost that would be

ch-rged from mill to Kansas City (9 cents) on a flat rate, and the
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applicable tonnage (3 cents)

.

Assuming no change in wheat price, the wheat purchased as

illustrated would be valued, for Inventory purposes, at the close

of the accounting period, basis f.o.b. mill at the Kansas City

basing point price of $2.52, leas freight from mill to Kansas City.

The inventory value would thus be §2,430.00, and the tonnage will

be valued at the amount determined before (£60.00). The total of

the two assets, $2,490.00, will match the amount of cash disbursed.

If the sale of wheat were then conaumated, the mill would realize

$8,520.00 at Kansas City, giving up the wheat and tonnage value

worth .*. 2, 490. 00 f.o.b. mill anr1
. would in addition pay the balance

of 30.00 (.03 x 1,000) freight to Kansas City. The total assets

relinquished would thus balance the Income from the sale. If the

sale were for delivery to s. point between the mill and Kansas City,

or a point beyond, the difference would be reflected in the sell-

ing price.

The preceding illustration has bean submitted to illustrate

the principles involved} however, calculations of this sort would

require considerable clerical time if made on each separate wheat

purchase. To eliminate a portion of this time, wheat purchases

may be recorded at Invoice cost during the period. As inbound

freight bills are paid thay may be charged to a suspense account

to be closed out at the end of the period charging Wheat Control

and Transit Control respectively on the basis of subsidiary recorda

kept in the traffic department.

Transit Control is the general ledger account In which all
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charges paid out to destination are also charged to Transit Con-

trol. The account is then charged with the freight from origin

to destination, less the proportionate rate from origin to mill

which should be recovered by using the f.o.b. mill price of wheat

when flour prices are determined. The rest of the freight, ex-

cluding freight tax, should be recovered by freight charged, mill

to destination, to the customer.

Transit Control is credited with freight charged to customers,

indicated on applicable cost sheets or by using tariff rate sched-

ules. This credit is made at the time flour, clear, or feed sales

are recorded. Two additional credits, accounting for transit can-

cellations and the transit balance must be considered.

Transit cancellations may occur if the wheat, flour, and feed

stocks are not sufficient to balance the tonnage on hand, ft the

end of any particular p rlod, transit cancellations may be anti-

cipated if tonnage on hand exceeds wheat, flour, and mill-feed

stocks. Mill products may be trucked to destination and if suf-

ficient amounts of flat wheat are not purchased to cover the trucked

mill products, transit cancellations will result. If such p. situ-

ation occurs and cancellations have not actually been mrde, the

least advantageous tonnage should be theoretically cancelled by

charging Grain Papr.rtraent Profit and Loss and/or Cost of Goods Sold

and crediting Transit Control for the value of the transit cancelled

The cruse of cancellations must be determined before the proper

charge can be made. Cancellations which ur« the result of negli-

gence on the part of the grain department in buying available
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trucked wheat, or flat wheat, that could be made available, should

be charged to the grain department. On the other hand, the value

of cancellations resulting from trucked products beyond reasonable

coverage by the grain department, should be charged to Cost of

Good 3old. Entries recognizing theoretical cancellations, regard-

less of cause, should be reversed before the next accounting period.

Actual cancellations are recorded In the same manner but no re-

versing entry is necessary.

End of period closing procedure requires that the asset ac-

count Prepaid Transit be recognized. Prepaid Transit is set up

by debiting that account and crediting Transit Control for the ton-

nage balance on hand, having considered cancelations. This tonnage

balance should be determined by a take-off of the transit slips

or traffic department subsidiary tonnage records. The take-off is

accomplished by listing each piece of tonnage on hand by weight

and respective freight rate from origin to Kansas City, and the

total freight from origin to Kansas City can thus be determined as

shown in the recapitulation, Fig. 1. The difference between this

figure and the total freight paid, less freight tax, on the same

tonnage from origin to mill will determine the tonnage balance.

A simple form for a tonnage take-off is shown in Fig. 1.

As indicated in Fig. 1, two similar work sheets must be made

upt one to determine the "Total Freight from origin to Kansas City",

and the other to determine the "Total Freight from mill to Kansas

City". The difference between the two amounts, of course, is the

tonnage balance.

Transit Control has now been charged with the excess paid in



Tonnage Take-Off

(Rate per cwt., origin to Kansas City or mill to
IC&nsas City)

Origin 15* XbU 16* I6fr 17* 17;* 18* 13£* 19*

Origins of j. i-
tlcular shipments Total pounds from particular origins listed
lirted in this in these columns under appropriate headings.
column

Total Pounds

Recapitulation

Freight Hate
(p& above)

Total Pounds
(as above)

Amount
(Freight Pate x Total

Pounds)

lis*

15|*
18*
16j*
17*

16*
18|*
19*

Total Freight (origin to Kansas City of Mill to K.C.)

Fig. 1. Determinations of tonnage balance.

to the mill plus the amount paid out to destination. It has been

credited with amounts charged to customers, tonnage cancellations,

and the transit balance. At this point, Transit Control may have

a debit or credit balance which is closed to Transit Gain or Loss.



Due to the complicated freight rate system, seemingly illogi-

cal at times « certain transit may be applied more advantageously

on some outbound shipments than others. This situation ^ive.3 rise

to poiolble gains or losses from transit applications. Advan-

tageous tonnage 13 often used as a means of getting business rather

than a source of apparent profit. Regardless of the way tonnage

is applied or used, o gain or loss should be recognised as indi-

cated.

Transit Gain or Loss may be shown in the Profit and Loss

Statement, as a determinant of Grain Department Profit or Loss, or

as an addition or deduction in determining the income from product

sales, txpeaiency may indicate that transit gain or loss should

be shown as other expense, or other Income. Theoretically, the

cause should be determined and shown accordingly. The grain de-

partment should be charged or credited with transit losses or gains

directly traceable to grain purchases from points carrying advan-

tageous, or disadvantageous, tonnage. Income from product sales

should be Increased or decreased by amounts caused by allowing

price differentials on the basis of transit or shipments made to

advantageous, or disadvantageous, destinations.

Freight tax has been mentioned only Incidentally above. A

tax of 3 per cent is assessed on each freight bill and should be

recoi-ded when paid by a debit to Freight Tax and a credit to Cash.

Such expense may be considered as an item of other expanse, but

actually such charges Increase the cost of goods sold.



Valuation Basis Terminal

The terminal method of valuing tonnage is discussed here only

because some mills value wheat, flour, and mill f*e*S on this basis

It should be remembered that all illustrations in this thesis have

been calculated on the assumption that the f.o.b. mill valuation

is used.

The terminal *aluation method is naturally used by all mills

located at terminal basing points} actually in those cases the

method does not difi'er frcm the f.o.b. mill basis because the mill

and the terminal basing point are one and the same. In tba case

of mills located at the b&uing point, no Transit Control account

is usually necessary. All freight payments on inbound wheat are

charged directly to Wheat Control so that this account absorbs all

chargea incurred in putting the grain into terminal position. If

mills at this location do buy wheat which carries inbound freight

p.- yiaants entitling the mill to move wheat or wheat products to

destinations beyond the terminal point without additional freight

payments, this tonnage value will be ^et up in the Transit Control

account and handed in the usual manner.

Interior mills, behind the basing point, using the terminal

method have the problem that most of the tonnsge acaulrer1 or In-

bound wheat Bill i-ruire additional payments to move the *rain to

the terainal basing point. As wheat purchases, including flat

stocks, are recei\t*d, ana inbound freight paid, the balance out

freight, necessary to ibovi outbound shipments to the terminal point,

it act iq is U adftitloai I debit to Blunt Control, the corres-

ponding credit is to Transit Liability. The complete entry to
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record the payment for wheat and freight on Inbound shipments Is

as follows:

Debit: Wheat Control (K. C. market price)

Credit: Transit Liability (balance freight to K.C.)

Credit: Cash (invoice price plus freight to mill)

If tonnage is used outbound on wheat shipments the Transit

Liability account is debited at the time of shipment with the

amount originally sot up applicable to the particular tonnage

applied, with a credit to Transit Adjustment, Wheat. Outbound

freight payments, if any, are charged to Transit Adjustment, V'heat.

If tonnage is used on wheat product shipments, the Transit Liabili-

ty account is debited, at the time of shipment, with the amount

originally set up applicable to the particular tonnage applied, and

a credit is made to Transit Adjustment, Flour, or Transit Adjust-

ment, Offal. If wheat products are trucked, the Transit Liability

is debited and the Transit Adjustment, Flour, or Offal, credited

with an amount determined by the freight from mill to Kansas City.

The outbound freight payments will be charged to Transit Adjustment

Flour, or Offal.

In using this method, wheat and products sales are recorded

gross, Including freight charged to customers, instead of net, as

explained in the f.o.b. mill method. At the end of the period the

balances in the respective Transit Adjustment accounts are closed

to Grain Department Profit and Loss and Cost of Goods Sola respec-

tively. Thus, no transit gain or loss is indicated, but the net

effect is the same because the transit gain or loss will be con-

sidered in the determination of profits.
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At the end of the month, the balance in the Transit Liability-

account will be verified by a take-off of tonnage on hand. This

take-off will list each price of tonnage and show the balance

freight to the terminal point on each. The total balance freight on

the entire list of tonnage plus freight on flat stocks, If any,

should correspond to the balance in the Transit Liability account.

The amount of freight on flat stocks is determined by comparing

total pounds of tonnage on hand with the total pounds of wheat and

wheat products on hand. Excess pounds times the mill to Kansas

City rate will determine the additional freight. If any piece of

tonnage on hand at the end of the period has had sufficient freight

paid in on it to carry an outbound freight shipment beyond the

terminal point, this excess should be entered on the take-off In

red and be considered as a deduction in totaling the balance freight

on the take-off.

If, at the end of the period, tonnage on hand is greater than

the stocks at the mill, enough of the poorest tonnage should be

theoretically cancelled to bring the tonnage and stocks into balance.

The value of that tonnage should be credited to Transit Liability,

Increasing the balance out cost by the value lost, and charged to

Cost of Goods Sold and/or Grain Department Profit and Loss, de-

pending on the cause. This entry will be reversed before the

start of the next accounting period. Actual cancellations are re-

corded in the same manner, but no reversing entry is made.
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Tonnage on Storage Grain

Frovisions must be made to segregate transit on storage grain.

This is accomplished by earmarking and actually segregating the

specific freight bill from the mill's own transit or considering

it as the mill's own transit, and making appropriate adjustments

at the end of the perloa.

The earmark method requires that transit on storage grain be

charged to an asset account, Transit on Storage Grain, at the time

of payment on inbound shipments. The freight bill is then clearly

marked as storage transit and eliminated from any subsequent trans-

it take-off. If the customer reimburses the mill, debit Cash and

credit Transit on Storage Grain. If the grain is then bought in,

the customer will be paid the Kansas City price less the balance

freight to Kansas City and the tre^nsit is taken Into the accounts

in ths usual manner. The same procedure is followed no matter

which methOG of transit valuation is being employed, f.o.b. Mill

or Basis Terminal.

If tonnage on storage grain is used as If It were the mill's

own transit, the accounting entries are made in the same manner.

Kince each particular piece of tonnage is not earmarked, a sub-

sidiary record is necessary In which storage tonnage is recorded.

On the basis of such a record, appropriate tonnage is eliminated

from the transit take-off at the end of the period.

Inbound freight on storage grain may be recorded in the ac-

counts as though paid for the mill's own account. Such a pro-

cedure would require an adjusting entry at the end of the period

so that the entire freight paid in will show as an asset on the

balance sheet, if the mill has not been reimbursed by storage cus-
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tomers prior to that date.

In such a case, the f.o.b. mill valuation basis would require

the following entry for unsettled storage transit at the end of

the period:

Debit: Transit on Storage Grain (freight, and tax, origin
to the mill)

Credit: Freight Tax (paid on storage freight)

Credit: Wheat Control (origin to K.C. less mill to K.C.)

Credit: Transit Control (excess paid in to mill)

If the Terminal Point valuation basis is employed, the adjust-

ing entry for unsettled storage transit at the end of the period

would be as follows:

Debit: Transit on Storage Grain (freight, and tax, origin
to mill)

Debit: Transit Liability (balance freight to Kansas City)

Credit: Freight Tax (paid on storage freight)

Credit: Wheat Control (freight from origin to Kansas
City)

The adjusting entry in either method must be reversed before

the beginning of the next accounting period.

INVENTORY VALUATION

Nature of Inventories

An Inventory is an itemized list of goods and their respective

value. "Inventory", as applied here, includes all types of materi-

als, supplies, and finished goods. More specifically, materials

are goods purchased by the manufacturer on which productive functions

)
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must be undertaken prior to their disposition In the form of finish-

ed product. Finished goods Include those on which all manufactur-

ing operations have been completed and are being helf for sale.

Supplies are actually materials, but materials which facilitate

operations, rather than physically embodied in the product.

Flour 1114 inventories will comprehend the value of wheat and

other material, such as sacks and Ingredients; flour and offal;

stationery, stamps, repair parts, and other offlco and production

supplies. The inventory is the amount remaining as a result of

purchasing, storing, and issuing materials; using and adding value

to materials by the application of labor end overhead; finishing

and selling products; and purchasing and using supplies.

Theory of Valuation

Many methods of inventory valuation have been advanced and

many variations are considered acceptable under special ciroum-

ttttMMj while other bases and variations are widely applicable.

The principal pricing bases may be Hated as follows! 1. cost;

S. reproduction cost; 3. cost or market, whichever is lower; and

4. selling price.

The cost approach to Inventory valuation seems to be the most

reasonable and satisfactory in general, and particularly so in

connection with milling. Certain specific variations are necessary

but the principal basis is cost. The selling price principle is

applicable only In the esse of by-products ready for sale.

The cost basis may be defended by the following arguments.

Inventory is composed of goods, the cost of which is applicable
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to future revenues ai jch should be excluded from currant

charts to sales. The u.-*e of a basi3 other than coat results In

the rocognltion of unrealised gains or losses. The very essence

of sound accounting is consistency ^sistent policy in cost

accounting raqttlrae that Inventory ba v-.lued at coat, particularly

if estimate costs are incorporated in the accounts. Assets, in-

cluding inventories, are worth what they co3t until proved other-

wise through sale, due consideration being given to physical de-

preciation and obsolescence. Cost is particularly adaptable to Bill

inventories as evidenced B Nation from W. A. Partem

The position may wull be taken that in the case
of standard goods flowing through the enterprise In

imry o nativity the use of the
cost basis of Inventory valuation is the oreferred

Hay. with tola policy ta offset the difficult
tasks of estimating inc. recording unrealized losses
it entirely avoided (us r^v .uventory is
concerned), ana periodic income is measured In terms
of a praftaaa of matching aalaa with a«ata avtually
incurred in connection with the manufacture of the
: roduct sold. 1

"he 'cost or market" rule has been widely used and defended

iif accountants. Onrious objections to its application, how-

ever, may be offereo. First of nil it is inconsistent, market

declines are recognized os having an affect on the financial con-

dition and progress, of a business while market rises are ignored

as having any f»ffoct. "Cost or market" makes It necessary to

compute two values on each item of Inventory, a cumbersome and

costly process, particularly in a atmufncturin _, concerr.. Last

of
i 11, profits a>iy be shifted, as betwean acoounting periods, If

^W. k. Pa ton, ,- .iv.-.nccd Accounting (Kew York: The Mocmillan Company),
1941, p. 158.



strict adherence to cost or market is maintained. This situation

will occur if replacement cost is below original coat, but still

above the value assigned to the inventory last period, assuming the

inventory is held through more than one period.

a further point in favor of cost at a basis for flour uilll

inventories, of wheat and flour, 13 that, theoretically, the in-

ventories are protected from fluctuations in market price.

In the case of purchased materials and supplies actual cost

means the net Invoice price plus transportation and oth^r costs

incurred in acquiring the goods. Finished product cost of goods

on nana should include all material, labor, and properly allocated

portions oi' overhead used in the process of manufacture. The valu-

ation of Inventories actually requires; specific identification If

actual cost is to be determined.

Specific identification is difficult, if not impossible, in

many cases; consequently, many theoretical methods of determining

cost have been developed. Some of the methods most commonly used

are: 1. the first goods in are the first goods out (flfo); 2. the

last goods in are the first goods out (llfo); S. the weighted

average cost method; 4. the moving average cost method; 5. the gross

profit method; ana 6. the retail method. The last two methods are

used extensively in retail establishments, but are not easily

adaptable to manufacturing concerns.

The basic assumptions and procedures of the above methods are

ably set forth in any good accounting text; therefore, they are not

discussed in detail here.
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Practical Applications

The author assumes that it is not possible or at least prac-

tical to maintain specific Identity of individual items in inven-

tory. This is indeed true in the case of wheat and flour stocks,

discussed at length later in this section.

Materials, other than wheat, and supplies should be valued

at cost. Cost may be determined by one of several methods but

the assumption that the first materials and supplies in are the

first to be issuea, or used, is as logical an assumption as any.

In other words, the inventory at a periodic closing date represents

the moat recent purchases. Obviously, stock records must be kept

which will indicate the receipts and issuances of materials and

supplies so that the prices of the most recent purchases can be

determined.

Offal, to include bran, shorts, and clear flour, should be

valued at market for Inventory purposes. Offal is a by-product of

flour production and by-products may be valued at market price.

No costs of production are allocated to the by-products and in

"Accounting for By-Products" it was explained how the sale of offal

was considered to bu a reduction in tne cost of producing the main

product. The method described is based further on the assumption

that the market price of by-products is a measure of their cost.

Not too logical an assumption, perhaps, but usable.

Mill-feeds are readily marketable, an additional defense of

the selling price basis. Because of the ready market for mill-

feeds, many sales may be aada on forward contract. Such a prac-

tice would indicate that an adjustment be made in the Inventory
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valued at market. The adjustment Is to be determined by the gain

or loss In unfilled sales. In other words, value the Inventory

st the price at which the by-products have been sold plus what can

be realized when the remainder is sold. It is further recommend-

ed that adjustments be made for possiDle market declines (by use

of a "safety factor") and to provide for handling and selling

costs.

Reference should be made to "Accounting for By-Products" if

further clarification is needed on the above discussion of valuing

by-products on hand.

Wheat and flour inventories are theoretically protected against

market fluctuations. This is accomplished by the practice of

hedging and selling flour on forward contract. The wheat and flour

inventory should be valued at cost; however, the method of cost

determination differs from the methods generally in use in other

industries.

Wheat has a quality which makes possible the interehangeablllty

of quantities. It possesses the quality of mutual substitution.

Purchases of grain by milling companies are not made on the basis

of a fixed price, and inasmuch as grain is stored in large quan-

tities, the segregation in the elevator as to each purchase is im-

possible. It is also impossible to maintain the specific identity

of each type, variety and grade. The wheat on hand at any time is

usually a mixture of wheat acquired at many different times and

from many different places. It would be practically impossible

to determine the actual cost of the stuck of whent on hand, since

the original source of the wheat and the time of purchase can
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rarely be determined.

In view of these difficulties there has developed what Is

referred to as a theoretical C03t basis of valuing flour mill In-

ventories. Common practice in the industry indicates that both

wheat and flour inventories are valued at an adjusted market value.

The author values only wheat at an adjusted market value and flour

in another manner, explained later in this section. The two methods

produce the same end result but accomplish different objectives

before the net result is obtained.

Wheat is valued at the current Kansas City market price ad-

Justed by the gain or loss in open futures trades and unfilled

flour contracts (unprotected by flour inventories) . Any gain or

loss which may result from pricing the inventory at market will

be offset by a like amount of gain or loss on unfilled orders and

futures trades. The Inventory will In effect be reduced to cost

or approximate cost.

The application of this method is predicated upon the con-

sistent mainten.-jice of a policy of hedging. The first step in

valuing the inventory, therefore, is to ascertain the company's

;T:in position as of the inventory date. This Involves a careful

analysis by the use of a long or short by grade (refer to "Grain

Department Accounting"). The position at the inventory date will

not assure consistent policy of hedging but for purposes of the

first illustrations, a consistent policy is assumed.

As a basis for illustration, assume that a company received

an order for the sale of 1,8C0 cwts. of flour, for the manufacture

of which it requires 4,250 bushels of wheat, quoted at £2.00 per



bushel on the day of the flour sale. Immediately upon receipt of

the order, the company purchased 8,460 bushels of cash wheat at £2.00

per bushel and, the quantity of grain bought being 4,230 In ex-

cess of the requirements, sold on the same day in the futures mar-

ket 4,230 bushels of wheat at ^£.05 per bushel. Before any quan-

tity of the flour was manufactured, the company took an Inventory,

at which time cash wheat was quoted at ^1.90 per bushel and futures

at $1.95 per bushel. On the basis of the foregoing assumptions

the inventory would be valued as follows:

Price Amount

8,460 bushels of wheat priced at market $1.90 £16,074.00

Add:
Profit on open futures trades:
4,230 bushels of wheat

Price at which futures sale
was contracted 2.05 88,671.50

Price at which wheat may be
purchased in the futures mar-
ket to meet contract 1.95 8,248.50 423.00

Profit on unfilled iale3 orders
1,800 cwts. flour requiring 4,230
bushels of wheat. At price to be
recovered from customer In sale of
flour
At market price of grain in
Inventory

Inventory value for purposes of closing
Equivalent to original cost of 8,460 bushels
at $2.00 per bushel

Fig. 1. Wheat inventory valuation.

In the foregoing illustration it is assumed that the selling

price of the flour was based on the wheat at cost and the market

price of wheat hnd declined. If the converse condition had existed,
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I.e., if the market price of wheat had advanced, the book profit

representing the difference between the cost and market value of

the wheat on hand would have been offset by a loss on open futures

and unfilled sales orders (assuming that the cash and futures mar-

kets had moved in the same direction and by the same margin) , and

computed on this basis, the result would be the same as that deter-

mined above.

Thus, where the inventory is hedged and fluctuations in market

prices have affected the cash and futures markets in the same

degree, the application of the method indicated above should result

in an inventory valuation at cost. Such valuation, however, does

not necessarily represent the cost of the grain on the date of

purchase, as was the case in the illustration, but may be in excess

of or below that figure. Assume, for example, that In the preced-

ing illustration the milling company sold prior to the inventory

date (when cash wheat was £1.90 per bushel) another 1,800 cwt. of

flour when the market price of cash wheat was M.96 per bushel and

futures were quoted at $2.00 per bushel and that immediately upon

making this ssle the company had closed Its futures trade by a

purchase in this futures market of wheat at |2.00 per bushel. All

other factors remaining the same, the inventory would be stated at

$16,708.50, or ;;Lll.t0 below original cost, computed as follows:



b,-iG'J bushels of wheat priced
at market

Price

|I .I

Add: Profit on unfilled orders:
First sale:

1,800 cwts. 01" flour (4,8X0
bushels)
At price to be recovered from
customer in sale of flour 2.00 88,460.00
At market price of grain In
inventory 1 . 90 8,037.00

Second sale:
1,800 cwts. of flour (4,230
bushels)
At price to be recovered from
customer in s^lo of flour 1.95 $8,248.50
At market price of grain in
inventory 1.90 3,037.00

Inventory value

Amount

f16,074.00

423.00

ill. 50

> 16 ,708. 50

Fig. 2. Wheat Inventory valuation

If Instead, cs3h wheat ana futures had been quoted at S2.02 and

^2.07 per bushel, respectively, when the second sale of 1,800 cwts.

of flour was made, the value of the grain inventory would have

been $17,004.60, or $84.60 In excess of original cost, shown as

follows:
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Price Amount

8,460 bushels of wheat
priced at market #1.90 £16,074.00

Add: Profit on unfilled orders:
First sale:

1,800 cwts. of flour (4,230
bushels)

At price to be recovered
from customer In sale of
flour 2. CO ^8,460.00
At market price of grain
in inventory 1.90 8,037.00 423.00

Second salet
1,800 cwts. of flour (4,230
bushels)

At price to be recovered
from customer in sale of
flour 2.02 C8,544.60
At market price of grain
in inventory 1.90 8,037.00 507.60

Inventory value i 17, 004 .60

Fig. 3. Wheat Inventory valuation.

Under varying conditions, the same grain inventory valuation

may be computed at $16,920.00, £16,708.50 or $17,0 4.60 without

departing from the cost basis. In the first illustration, the

futures trades remained open on the date of the inventory and no

settlement had been made, involving the collection or payment of

cash. In the other illustrations, however, the company closed its

futures trade upon the second sale of 1,800 cwts. of flour, and

collected $211.50 in one case and paid $84.60 in the other, re-

presenting its gain and loss respectively on the futures transac-

tions*



Profit or loss on
futures trades

t

4,230 bushels of
wheat sold (in con-
nection with the
purchase of cash
wheat)

Purchased (upon
second sale of 1,800
cwts. of flour)

Loss

«2.05 -8,671.60 ££.05

2.00 8,460.00

S 211.50

£.07

$8,671.50

S,75C.10

5 64.60*

Fig. 4. Gain or loss on closed futures.

Further evidence that the cost basis has not been departed

from in the above illustrations, nay be explained by noting the

effect in the grain department's ledger accounts. In the first

example the Wheat Control account would contain a debit of C16,-

920.00, the original cost of grain, and a credit for the same

amount when the grain is issued to the milling departoent for ful-

fillment of the flour contract. In the second illustration the

Wheat Control account would contain a debit of $16,920.00 but by

valuing the Inventory at ;i6,7C8.5C a debit variance of fall. 50

will arise which Is; closed to Wheat Price Variance account in the

closing process. However, the Trading Account will show a credit

balance of 1211.50 due to a profit from closed trades. Thus, the

'.Vheat Price Variance is exactly offset by the profit in the Trad-

ing Account, no gains or losses will be evidenced. The Inventory

value of $16,708.50 will be recovered by the grain department

when wheat is Issued to the milling department, and subsequently
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In the third illustration, the 'Vheat Control account would

contain a debit of $16,920.00 (the original cost of grain) but by

valuing the inventory at ?17,004.60 a credit variance of $84.60

nill arise which is closed to Wheat Price Variance account in the

closing process. However, the Trading Account will show a debit

balance of |84.60 due to a loss from closed trades. Thus, the

Wheat Price Variance is exactly offset by the loss in the Trading

Account, and no gains or losses will b6 recognized or sustained.

The inventory value of $17,004.60 will be recovered by the grain

department when wheat is issued to the milling department, and sub-

sequently from the customer in the price of flour.

Transactions in the futures market are entered into by mill-

ing companies for the purpose of insurance against speculative

risk. Perfect protection cannot be obtained, as explained in

"Limitations of Hedging". In the above examples It has been as-

sumed that the cash and futures prlce3 have moved in the same

direction and by the same amount. This is not always the case by

any aeansj however, the gains or losses due to premium and discount

spreads will be small in comparison to possible gains or losses

if hedging were not practiced. Any gains or losses caused by the

spresid between cash and futures prices may be considered as a

partial recovery In the coat of grain or the cost of insurance

agslnct risk, as the case may be. Speculative gains or losses is

another matter and is discussed further.

A comparison of tht quantities of grain and flour in the

inventory with the quantities shown by the unfilled sales orders
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and futures contracts will Indicate whether or not the position is

balancea. A balanced position does not, however, present conclu-

sive evidence that the policy of hedging has been consistently

maintained. Onles: purchases and 3ales of the same quantities are

made simultaneously, gains or losses on one transaction will not

be compensated by losses or gains on the other.

...ioUifle that u company, anticipating a rise in the market

price of grain, purchased 23,500 bushels of cash wheat at j2.00

per bushel without a corresponding future sale. Subsequently a

c.le of 10,000 cats, of flour was effected and the 23,500 bushels

of wheat were required to fill the order. When the flour order

was received, wheat was quoted at $2.05 per bushel and the sale

of flour was made on this basis. On the date of the Inventory, no

part of the flour on order hs.s been delivered and the quoted market

price of wheat at that tiae was *£.1C per bushel.

A comparison of tne inventory quantities with unfilled sales

orders would indicate a balanced position, but it would be incor-

rect to conclude therefrom that there had been no speculative gain

or loss. The accounting procedure, described previously for the

grain dtparttteat, will make possible the detection, in pert at

least, of speculative gains or lo&ses as evidenced after a com-

parison of the Wheiit Price Variance End the Trading Account account

balances.

The foregoing transactions would have resulted In a debit to

Ite&t Control of i-47,000.GG, the original coat of cash wheat, a

credit to Wheat Control of ,48,175.00, the Inventory valued at mar-

ket, ;; 43,350.00, lass losr, in unfilled orders, 51,175.00. The
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Wheat Control account balance, $1,175.00, Is then closed to Wheat

Price Variance. The credit balance in Wheat Price Variance now

indicates the speculative gain of five cents per bushel, represent-

ing the difference between the market price of grain at the date

of the purchase, |£.00 per bushel, and its market price at the

date of receipt of the flour order, J2.05 per bushel.

If the company had, simultaneously with the purchase of the

cash wheat, sold fcS,500 bushels of wheat in the futures market at

say, £2. OS per bushel, and had closed its futures trade on the date

of the flour sold by a purchase of futures at, say £2.07 per bush-

el, the transactions in the futures market would have resulted in

a loss equal to the speculative gain, with the result that the

credit balance in Wheat Price Variance and the debit balance in

the Trading Account would exactly offset each other.

The above illustration presupposes the purchase of grain

without a simultaneous sale and a rising market from the date of

the purchase until the date when the hedge was automatically pro-

vided by acceptance of an order for flour. During this period,

the market price had advanced five cents per bushel and as a result

the inventory valuation was increased by the sum of $1,175.00.

The selling price of the flour was based on the market price of

the grain on the date the flour order was received, so that the

company was not only protected against a future loss, but assuming

that the flour was eventually delivered, the company was also

assured of a realization of the 11,175.00 increase in the Inventory

valuation which had occurred prior to the acceptance of the order

for flour. The illustration also presupposes that no part of the
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flour had been delivered at the close of the fiscal period, and

the question therefore arises as to whether or not the company was

Justified In taking up the profit of £1,175.00 ano stating the

value of the inventory so as to refleot tlie -t:l,175.00 in the asset

account.

The fact Is that the company hedges the commodity v/ith a view

to removing speculative gains or losses, arising from fluctuations

In market prices. It may be argued in the case cited that the

com-nny realized a profit of ,1,175.00 as, and when, it sccepted

the order for flour delivery, because, In the ordinary course of

events, the wheat would be issued to the milling department at the

inventory figure and the amount subsequently realized from the cus-

tomer in the price of flour. At the closing date, the Inventory

is protected by flour orders sold on a binding contract; therefore,

it seems proper to take up the speculative profit even though it

may be argued that it has not been realized, and should be given

to the long or short position. If the amount of the unrealized

profit or lo3s due to a long or short position can be determined,

•m adjustment to the inventory (at market) should be made by in-

creasing or decreasing the Wheat Price Variance. Determination of

unrealized profit or loss will necessitate some means of arriving

at cost, in the case of a long position, which may involve the

assumption that the excess stock represents the most recent pur-

chases. Other assumptions may be as logical, 3ince specific

identification Is Impossible. A short position would Indicate that

the comoany has accepted orders for flour, at stated prices, but

has not purchased, in either the cash or futures market, the
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required quantities of grain. Lossas on these sales might be sus-

tained if the price advanced before the purchase of the reoulred

grain. In this event it would appear that a reserve should be

nrovided against the possible loss on sales commitments. On the

other hand, conservatism would not recognize possible profits re-

sulting from a short position.

It has been Indicated that a departure had been ra&de from

the conventional practice of valuing wheat and flour stocks at

market. It has been stated also that the same end result Is ac-

complished by valuing only wheat in this manner and flour by an-

other method. In order to avoid the shifting of profits from one

department to another (between the grain department Wheat Price

Variance and the packing department Flour in Process Variance) as

between periods, it is herein recommended thnt flour on hand be

valued by determining, the sales value of the wheat equivalent in

the flour inventory at the weighted average cost on the date flour

was booked, plus additional value added in the manufacturing process.

Reference should be made to "Milling and Flour Department Account-

ing" for an explanation of the value added in manufacture. The

value of the wheat equivalent is discussed below. To value flour

on this basis will necessitate considering only the gain or loss

on flour contracts not covared by flour inventories, when valuing

the wheat inventory at theoretical cost. The following example

will clarify the method outlined for the valuation of flour and

wheat stocks;
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\x . lat on hand
Grade 1 30,000 bushels
Grade 2 12,000 bushels
Grade 3 l,17t> bushels
Grade 4 6,120 bushels

Flour

:

on order on hand
Brand X 4,000 cwts. 2,000 cwts.
Brand Y 6,000 cwts. , 00 cwts.
Brand Z 20,000 cwts. 10,000 c-.ts.

The grain mixture to produce the various grades of flour is
as follows!

Grade of Flour

X (100 per cent flour)

Y (90 per cent patent)

Z (80 per cent patent)

Grain Mixture
Grade

Required
Per cent

4
3

75
£5

2
4

80
20

1
2

70
30

3. The yield of 2.35 bushels of grain mixture is:

100 pounds of 100 par cent flour
41 pounds of feed

4. C.^en futures sales contracts at Say 31ut ar. for 10,000 bushels
of wheat.

5. For purposes of simplification only, the price of grain, by
e, at the time all flour orders were booked, was: 52.00,

£1.99, $1.98, and 51.35 respectively.

Fig. 5. Illustrative Assumptions.

In order to uetermine the grain position of Company X on
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Hay 31st, the quantities of flour on unfilled orders should be

summarized by brands in order to determine the grain requirements.

Fig. 6 illustrates such a summary. The grain requirements, by

grade, were determined by first referring to the grain requirements

tables, Fig. Z., in "The Nature of Accounting". By next referring

to the percentage requirement (Assumptions, Fig. 5) of each grade

for the particular brand of flour, the requirements by grade were

determined. The price per bushel is the price used on the cost

sheet at the time flour contracts were booked. Much information

from Fig. 6 is usea later for purposes other than merely total

grain requirements to fill flour orders.



SEGMENTATION BY GRADES

Unfilled Flour Contracts

Hay 31, 19

Grade of Flour Grain Requirements by Grade

Contract
Humber

101
121
ISO
132
191
210
215
218
220
250
256
261

Brand Bread Brand
X 1 Z Bushels

Grade 1
Fries Amount

Grade 2 '^_
Bushels Price Amount toffi*

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000
2,000 4,112.50

1,000
12,000 24,675.00

2,000

1,000
3,000 6,168.75
3,000 6,168.75

Totals 4,000 6,000 20,000 41,125.00

olghted average wheat price when
flour was sold (

n Amount" - "Bushela")

$2.00

2.00

2.00
2.00

$2.00

58,225.00
4,178.00
1,762.50

2,088.00
49,350.00 10,575.00

12,337.50
12,337.50

2,088.00
2,643.75
2,643.75

82,250.00 30,153.00

51.99 $8,310.24
1.99 3,507.38

1.99
LN 4,155.12

21,044.25

4,170.00 1.99 8,310.24

1.99
1.99

$1.99

Grade 3
/mount BwtatSa

Grade 4
Price Amount

Total
Bushels

587.5

587.5
4,155.12
5,261.06
5,261.06

360,004.47 2,350.0

1.38

1.9S

1.98

01.98

>fo,lS3.25 1,762.5
1,044.0

1,16;'.. 35 1,762.5
522.0

1,163.25 1,762.5
1,044.0

1,163.25 1,762.5
522.0

•.47653.06 10,182.0

"a.95
1.95

1.95
1.95

1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95

$1.96

$3,436.88
2,035.80

2,350,0
5,220.0
5,375.0

3,436.88 2,350.0
1,017.90 2,610.0

35,850.0
J,436.87 2,350.0
2,035.80 5,220,0
3,436.87 2,350.0
1,017.90 2,610.0

8,812.5
8,812.5

19,854.90 83,815.0

Fig. 6. Summary, unfilled flour contracts.
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The long or short position ct.n now ht ; determined as illus-

trated In Fig. 7. The results indicate a balonced position.

Long and Short Report

Long SIlort

Cash grain on hand 49,295

Flour on
in flour

haad (wheat equivalent
inventory)* 44,515

Unfilled contracts 83,,310

Open futures sales

Total

Details given in Fig. 11.

10,,000

,810B .5,610

rig. ?. Wheat position.

In order to illustrate the method of valuing 1she inventories

of grain and flour, the additional assumptions are made:

1. Market price of cash
grain on May 31st:

Price per bushel

Grade 1
Grade £
Grade 3
Grade 4

.Of

£.04
8,08
£.00

2. Futures quotations on
•fc.y 31,-it. E.M

3. Contract price of open
futures sales £.04

Fig. 8. Additional assumptions.



The operations involved in the computation of

the wheat and flour inventory as of ?.l;iy Slat, ^re

follows:

Wheat Inventory at tfarket

Grade Number of Bushels Market Price
in Inventory

18*

i-cunt of

illustrated as

Market Value

1 30,000 ?2.05
2 IE . - 2 . 04
3 1,175 2.03
4 6, ISO 2.00

Total 4J, 295

Fig. 9. Wheat inventory priced at market

Open Futures Analysis

r,
'?r Bushel

61,500.00
£4,480.00
8,38 .

1«,240.C0

5100,805.25

Amount

10,000 bushels sold:
Prion at which futures
sale was contracted $2.04

Price at which wheat may
be purchased 'iay 31st to
cover sale contract 2.09

Loss on open futures

Fig. 10. Analysis of loss on open futures.

$20,400.00

20,900.00

500.00
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GAIN OR LOSS
Unfilled Contracts not Covered

by Flour Inventory

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4

Market price, May 31st

Weighted average wheat price
at date of sale, all un-
filled orders (see Fig. 6)

Loss per bushel market May
31st

Grain requirements (bushels)
over flour inventory*

Total loss, unfilled
contracts

?,2.05 $2.04 ."2.03 r.co

2.00 1.99 1.9a 1.95

"0.05 $0.05 $0.05 O.Ot

20,562.5 12, 986. 5 1,175.0 4,569.0

:i,C£H.lS *64g.42 B ..?:, J.45

uma ry, G,:in or Losj, unfilled contracts not covered by flour
inventory:

Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4

$1,088,18
649.42
5d.75

228.45
Total loss, unfilled contracts 1,564.78

* Details of computations:

Flour Grain Equivalent in Flour (Bushels)
(Cwts.) Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4

Flour on hand:
Brand X
Brand Y
Brand Z

2.000 1,175 3 5g5
4,000 8,352 £.088

10,000 20,562.5 8,812.5

Total grain equivalent
in flour inventory

Grain requirements, all
unfilled flour orders
(Fig. 6)

Grain requirements in
excess of equivalent
in flour inventory

£0,562.5 17,164.5 1,175 5,613

41,125.0 30,153.0 2,350 10,182

20,562.5 IS, 988. 5 1,175 4,569

Fig. 11. Gain or loss unfilled contracts.
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Wheat Inventory
May 81, 19

Wheat priced at market (Fig. 9 $100,605.25

Deduct:
Loss on open futures (Fig. 10) §500.00
Loss on unfilled flour
contracts (Fig. 11) 1,964.75 2,464.75

Total inventory of wheat at cost 98,140.50

Flour Inventory
May 31, 19

Grain equivalent in Bushels
flour Inventory (Fig. 11):

Price
(Fig. 6)

Amount

Grade 1 20,562.5
Grade 2 17,164.5
Grade 3 1,175.0
Grade 4 5,613.0

$2.00
1.99
1.96
1.95

i-41,l£5.00
54,157.36
2,326.50
10,945.35

Cost of wheat in flour inventory ;88,ES4.21

Deduct: estimate offal credit (explained below)

Difference

Add estimate cost of conversion (explained previously)

Total flour inventory at estimate cost *V

Fig. IP. Wheat ana flour inventory value.tLon.

The "estimate offal credit" would be determined by first com-

puting the weighted average price In all unfilled orders, in the

same manner described for computing the weighted average price, of

wheat, used in determining the sale price of flour when contracts

were booked. The prices, thus determined, multiplied by the
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estimate quantity of brain, snorts, and clear expected to be pro-

duced, by producing the specific grades and quantities of flour on

hand, will constitute the "estimate offal credit". Note that a

separate price and quantity must be determined for each class of

offal: bran, shorts and clear, to arrive at the total estimated

credit for offal.

The Illustrated method of valuing wheat and flour stocks

avoids specific identification, In the case of wheat, and the

problems of matching specific flour contracts against specific

wheat stocks, in the case of flour on hand. Matching can become

particularly difficult if a situation arises In which certain un-

filled orders are not on hand against which to match specific grades

of flour on hand. Certain quantities of flour may be produced, in

some cases, even though orders for that quality are not, at that

moment, on hand.

Justification for the Inventory procedure for flour mills is

further strengthened by the views expressed by the Bureau of In-

ternal Revenue. The government's position on inventory valuation

is that the method used must conform, as nearly as possible, to

th3 best accounting practice in the trade or industry in which

the concern operated. In addition, the inventory valuation prac-

tice must be consistent from year to year.
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PRESENTATION OF FORMAL STATEMENTS

Nature of Financial Statements

The manner of statement presentation will depend to a large

extent upon the desires of management, stockholders, and other in-

terested institutions and persons. The accounting system contained

herein was prepared from a managerial approach; consequently, the

statements presented were prepared in s like manner. It should be

noted, however, that much of the information presented in the

financial statements, as well as desired additional analysis, could

very easily be incorporated in supplementary reports to management,

thus eliminating much of the Informative detail from the formal

financial statements.

Financial statements are the essential product of the under

lying procedures of accounting and should be prepared with care

and discrimination. Statements are prepared to present the condi-

tion or position of the enterprise as of a particular date (the

balance sheet) and to depict the process and results of operations

for a particular period (the profit and loss statement). The

fundamental theory of accounts and their classification in the

statements is ably presented by many authors of accounting texts;

the theory of accounts peculiar to the milling industry has been

discussed in previous sections of this thesis; therefore, this

section is limited to the actual presentation of selected accounts

(by no means a complete list for any particular firm) in the formal

statements. Comments are made, as considered necessary, concern-

ing itbms or maimer of prusentatlon.
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Balance Sheet Presentation

The balance sheet is a statement of the financial condition

or position of a firm as of a particular date. Fig. 1 illustrates

some of the accounts, and their classification, that would appear

in a milling company's statement. Moat of the items need no ex-

planation, but certain accounts merit attention.

"Advances to Suppliers" may be necessitated by the fact that

the actual amount of wheat, at present, cannot be determined since

it has not been shipped. The account would appear only if the

quantity were not included in the inventory. The amount of the

asset would be determined by the extent to which sellers have

drawn on the company's account.

"Prepaid Transit" arises from the accounting procedure ex-

plained in "Transit Accounting". The amount actually represents

prepaid freight charges.

"Margin Deposits" represents the cash deposit made with the

broker to cover possible lossss on trades due to futures market

price fluctuations. The account should be stated at an amount

equal to the cash currently on deposit with the broker and no con-

sideration should be given to possible gains or losses on open

trade?. Theoretically, all possible Iossqs on open trades are al-

ready provided for if the company follows a consistent policy of

hedging. For example: If, at the date of the balance sheet, the

corappjiy is long ca3h wheat it will be short in futures. Since the

hedge was placed at the time of the cash wheat purchase, any loss

in futures at the balance sheet date (which would decrease the

margin deposit if the option were cloaed) will be offset by the fact
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that the cash wheat on hand is worth more by the amount of the

possible loss on options. On the other hand, if at the balance

sheet date, the company is short cash wheat, it will be long

futures. Since the hedge was placed at the time flour was sold,

any loss in futures at the balance sheet date is offset by the

profit that can be realized by filling the flour contract with low-

er cost grain.

Footnotes may be considered desirable to reflect the flour, and

offal, and futures contracts for future delivery. It is not neces-

sary that these items be shown in the body of the formal statement.

Cost of Goods Manufactured

The statement of cost of goods manufactured is in reality

only a supporting statement to the formal profit and loss statement

and could be Incorporated in this statement itself. The cost of

goods manufactured must be determined before the cost of goods sold

can be determined. The importance of a complete statement of cost

of goods manufactured prompted its presentation separate from the

profit and loss statement. Fig. 2 illustrates a manner of present-

ing the cost of goods sold. Fig. 3 illustrates the profit and loss

statement which includes the final amount obtained in the cost of

goods manufactured statement.

The purpose of the statement of co3t of goods manufactured is

to analyze the cost of wheat, other materials, labor, and overhead

used in production for the period. It is worthy of note that the

statement is presented in such a manner as to show clearly the costs

of production on the basis of estimates, adjusted by variances to
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arrive at an adjusted actual cost. Costs per unit are presented

for several reasons: comparison to prior period's costs, compari-

son to estimate costs, and as a guide to future price and produc-

tion policy determination.

A discussion of variances and their disposition is contained

in other sections of the tnesis, and in particular in "Milling and

Flour Packing Department Accounting". Note should be raade here,

however, that the adjustments in the statement of cost of goods

manufactured, are for the total variance, with the exception of

"Lost, Spoiled and Defective Units". The adjustments to "Flour

Inventory" are for the amount of variance disposed of to that

account only.
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THE X COMPANY

Balance Sheet

:iay 31, 19_

Assets

Current Assets:
Cash
Notes and Accounts Keceivable
Drafts for Collection
Advances to Suppliers
Accrued Storage
Chort Term Investments - cost
Margin Deposits - Options
Inventories

t

aheat - theoretical coat
Flour - theoretical cost
Offal - market
Backs - co^t
Ingredients - cost

Prepaid Expense and Deferred Charges:
" Prepaid Transit
Supplies - cost
Interest
Insurance
Advances to Salesmen

Total Current Assets
Fixed Assets:

Land - cost
Buildings - cost
Less Reserve for Depreciation
Machinery and Equipment - cost
Less Reserve for Depreciation
Permanent Investments:

Cash Value of Life Insurance
Bonds - cost less or (dIus} amortization
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COMPANY X

Statement of Cost of Goods Manufactured

for Year Ended May 31st, 19

Cwts. Per Cwt.

Cost of Wheat Used - Estimate XXX XXX X
Less Offal Credit - Estimate XX XX X

Wheat Cost in Flour Produced - Estimate XXX JCE X
Direct Materials

Milling Department Estimate XX XX X
Flour PsoklOg Department -

estimate x* XX X
Total Direct Materials -

Xptiumte XXX XXX X
Direct Labor

t

Milling Department - Estiaf.te XX XXX X
Flour Packing Department -

Estimate xx XXX X
Total Direct Labor -

Estimate XX XXX X
Overhead:

Milling Department - Estimate XX XXX X
Flour Packing Department -

mate XX x:
;

. 1 X
Total Overhead - Estimate XX > X

1

X
Total Estimate Cost of Flour Pur-

chased xxxx XXX XX
Adjustments: Under- Over-

i stlnuite estimate
Wheat Ouantlty Variance X XXX X
Offal Variance X XXX (x)

Lost Spoiled and Defective
Dniti3 (normal loss) X XXX X

Materials Variance - Milling X XXX X
Materials Variance - Flour
Packing X XXX X

Labor Variance - Milling X XXX (x)
Labor Variance - Flour
Packing X XXX NOverhead Variance - Milling X XXX (X)

Overhead Variance - Flour
Packing x XXX X

• Total Underestimate
Total Overestimate

XX XXX
XXX

X
(x)XX

Net Underestimate (Overestimate) X XXX X
Total Adjusted Actual Manu-
facturing Cost

Fig. S. Statement of cost of gooc

...:•.;;; XXX XX

is manufactured.
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COMPANY X

Profit and Loss Statement

for Year Ended '.lay ilit, 19

Cwts. Per Cwt.

Flour Pales XXXX XXX y

Cost of Sales

«

Flour Inventory (beginning) XX XXX X
Adjusted Actual Manufacturing
Cost (Fig. 2) XXXX XXX X

Total Flour Available for Sale "XXX XXX X
Less: Flour Inventory (ending)
At Sstiu; XX XXX X

Add (or Deduct) Adjustments
Wheat Cuantlty Variance X XXX X
Offal Variance (x) XXX (x)

Lost Spoiled and Defective
Units (normal loss) X XXX (x)

Material Variance - Silling X XXX X
Material Variance - Flour
Packing X XXX X

Lfbor Variance - Milling (x) XXX (x)
Lebor Variance - Flour Packing XXX v\
Overhead Variance - Milling (x) XXX (x)
Overhead Variance - Flour
Packing X XXX X

Total Net Adjustment I XXX X
Adjusted Actual Flour
Inventory

Adjusted Actual Cost of Sales
Gross Profit on Flour

XX XXX X
XXXX XXX X

XX XXX X
Transit Gain or Loss (If applicable)
Lost Spoilo; .-.ctlve Units
(normal loss) X XXX X

Selling Expense:
Office Selling XX XXX X
Outside Selling XX XXX X

Total Selling Expense XX XXX X
Net Profit on Flour Sales X XXX X
Grain Department Profit or Loss XX XXX
(see "Grain Department Accounting")

Add Other Income X XXX X
Less Other Expense

Net Profit (Loss) from Ooerations
X XXX

XXX
X
XXX

Fig. 3. Profit and loss statement.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

In order to properly devise an accounting system for any

i. icular firm, the accountant must first understand the nature

of business operations and any peculiarities which require special

attention. His general knowledge must be used as a basis for

particular applications to specific circumstances.

Hilling operations tnd business practices necessitate special

applications of general principles. Selling and buying practices,

transit privileges, and hedging operations all require attention.

In a highly competitive field of endeavor, price and produc-

tion policies «re particularly Important to profitable operations.

In the flour milling Industry, cost estimates must be made ahead

of production. The reliability of these estimates as compared to

actual costs is of utmost Importance to continued operations.

Variations between actual and estimate costs must be carefully deter-

mined and analyzed to predict future results of alternative courses

of action.

Price and production policies are inseparable. One is depend-

ent upon the other. Certain quantities will command only certain

prices, while certain prices will allow only certain quantities to

be sold.

Total revenue is determined by multiplying price by the number

of units sold. Total cost is determined by multiplying the cost

per unit by the number of units produced. The amount of profit

is determined by the excels of total revenue over total cost, and
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the most profitable output will be at that quantity where marginal

reTenue equals marginal cost.

To operate at a point that will maximize profits or minimize

losses, some estimates must be made as to quantities and corres-

ponding prices.

The problem of estimating output and margins involves two

basic factors: Costs of conversion and the selling price, which

will provide the margin for conversion.

Costs of conversion per unit (labor and overhead costs of con-

verting wheat to flour and by-products) will depend upon the level

of output. The exact level of output is not known before actual

operations begin; therefore, a careful analysis of cost estimates

at various levels must be made. This problem may be approached by

the use of a differential cost analysis. Differential cost may be

defined as the Increase or decrease in total cost occasioned by an

increase or decrease In units produced and/or sold. Once such an

analysis is made, the probable costs of conversion resulting from

f-.lternate courses of action can be determined and will serve as a

basis for decisions to be made in regard to sales.

Selling price, which provides the margin for conversion, is

estimated, at the time flour sales are booked on forward contract,

by means of an estimate cost sheet. The eo 3 t sheet shows estimates

of cost other than the cost of conversion. The difference between

the cost sheet cost estimates and the selling price, determines the

estimate margin for conversion, t. comparison of the estimates of

costs of conversion contained In the differential cost analysis and

the cost sheet margin for conversion will Indicate the estimate
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profit or loss on any particular sale.

An estimate of probable results of future operations has thus

been determined.

Actual oosts and margins will not always parallel estimates

Effective managerial control requires that actual and estimate costs

be compared and variances analyzed, in order to test the coordina-

tion and control of materials, the efficiency of plant, machinery,

and equipment, and as a basis for future price and production

policies.

Conclusions

It was contemplated that an estimate cost system, superimposed

upon a process coat accounting procedure, would be usable as well

as practical for a flour milling concern, the system to involve

the accumulation of actual and estimate cost3 in the ledger ac-

counts which will provide a means of comparing the estimates with

actual production costs.

The operation of a process cost system involves first the

departmentalization of the productive unit into production and

service departments in order that costs and responsibility for costs

may be determined. For purposes of discussion, the milling concern

was divided into four production departments and four service de-

partments.

Causes of variance between actual and estimate cost must be

recognized prior to any proposed method of recording costs by an

estimate cost system.

Estimate costs are recorded in the accounts by reference to
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the cost sheet which shows estimates of co3t other than the cost

of conversion and selling, and the differential cost analysis

which shows a detailed record of estimate costs of conversion.

The cost sheet also shows an estimate margin for conversion as a

means of comparison to the estimate costs of conversion shown in

the differential cost analysis.

Fig. 1 presents, in summary form, the accounts, anc entries

therein, necessary to record the actual and estimate costs which

are brought together for comparison. Variances between ictual and

estimate cost are determined by the account balances as indicated.

Attention is called to the fact that many ledger accounts were pur-

posely eliminated from the summary. It was deemed unnecessary to

include accounts in the outline that did not result in, or present,

a variance between actual and estimate cost.

Limitations

Ho accounting system is proven to be adequate until it has

been installed ana tested in conjunction with actual operations.

Minor revisions are usually found necessary to meet particular dif-

ficulties. There are always certain matters that should work In

theory, but actual practice may Indicate otherwise. Of necessity,

this thesis is based, to a larg-s degree, on theory.

The extent of clerical work necessary to operate the proposed

sstlmate cost system may be prohibitive in many Instances. The

system, however, should lend itself well to systematized machine

accounting, which brings to mind that smaller concerns may be able

to pool their resources in order to provide the more expensive
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sorting and tabulating machines, to be used Jointly. Necessary

information could bo punched on cards at each firm's own office and

sent to a centrally located point for sorting and analysis.

Basic records and general accounting theories are ably presented

and discussed by many authors of current accounting texts; there-

fore, certain basic financial and subsidiary records were men-

tioned only in passing. A complete accounting system would, of

course, require that such records be maintained.

No attempt has been made to present all possible reports that

may be required by management. The number, length, and detail of

managerial reports will depend upon, and vary with, the desires of

management.



MILLING OTPARWN'B ACCOUNTS

t in Process

"Actual" cost of wheat used
(from grain department
Wheat Control)

latimnte cout of wheat used
("actual"" quantity, sstimate
price)

Materials In Process

Actual
cost

Estimate
cost

-Variance

—

—Variance

—

(to Wheat quantity Variance)
vfaoat quantity Variance

Variance
from

Wheat in Process

Overhead in Process

Actual intimate
cost cost

Variance

—

L.'bor in Process

Actual Estimate
cost cost

—Variance

—

BY-PRODUCTS ACCOUNTS

Offal Control

Estimate offal credit (on
filled contracts)

Estimate offal credit (in flour
on nana) (reverse before
next accounting period)

Offal Variance

Variance
from

Offal P & L

Offal Inventory

Inventory
i'ket

Offal inventory ^ market

"stimute cost of offal sold

Offal Profit and Loss

Sstimate cost of Sales
offal sold

Actual material,
labor, and over-
head cost

—Variance

—

Requisitions from
feed department

TRANSIT ACCOUNTS

Transit Control

Excess freight paid to mill
Freight paid out to destination

Transit Gain or Lo38

Balance
from

Transit Control

Freight charged to customers
Transit cancellations
Transit Balance

Prepaid Transit

-Variance

—

Transit balance

FLOUR PACKING DEPARTMENT ACCOUNTS (continued)

Cost of Goods Sold Finished Goods

Estimate coat Sstimate cost
of goods com-
pleted and
shipped

LQ3t Spoiled and Defective Work

Variance
from

Flour in Process



GRAIN DEPARTMENT ACCOUNTS

Wheat Control

Wheat purchases (actual quantity
9 actual price)

Freight charges (origin to K.C.
less mill to K.C.

Issued to mill (actual quantity
? estimate price)

,

Inventory # market (theoretical
cost)

Loss due to shrinkage

—Variance

—

(to Wheat Price Variance)

Wheat Price Variance

Trading Account

Balance
from

Wheat Control

Wheat Inventory

Loss
(on closed trades only)

Gain Inventory 9 market
(theoretical cost)

I

FLOUR PACKING DEPARTMENT ACCOUNTS

Flour in Process

Estimate cost of wheat used (from
milling department Wheat in
Process)

Estimate cost of material, labor,
and overhead (added in the
milling department)

Estimate cost of wheat (less offal
credit), materials, labor, and
overhead (from the milling de-
partment) in filled flour
contracts

Estimate offal credit (on filled
contracts)

Estimate offal credit (in flour
on hand)

Estimate Inventory value (cost of
wheat-less offal credit-mate-
rials, labor, ana overhead add-
ed in the milling department)

—Variance

—

(to Lost Spoiled and Defective Work)
Flour

Materials In Process Labor in Process Overhead in Process Inventory

Actual
cost

Estimate
cost

Actual Estimate
cost cost

Actual
cost

Estimate
cost

i-'stiaate

cost

—Variance— —Variance

—

Fig. 1. summary of accounts and entries.

-Variance

—
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Field of Study

There are many different types of flour mills producing many

different types of flour. This particular study, although many of

the problems and principles involved are applicable to other types

of mills, is confined to the industry engaged in the production of

wheat flour.

The study la further confined to the wheat flour production

industry in Kansas. The principles and practices Involved are

Identical in many respects ana equally applicable to the Industry

as a whole, varying only in minor details in other states of the

United States of America.

Particular emphasis is placed on the peculiarities and prob-

lems of the industry as concerns accounting records and controls

necessitated by the economic aspects of the industry.

Purpose and Objectives

The purpose and object of the study is to develop accounting

records and controls whicn will aid in the solution of economic

problems of management, with particular reference to price and

production policy.

Economics 13 defined in Webster's dictionary as, "The science

th.-.t investigates the conditions and laws affecting the production,

distribution, and consumption of wealth " Accounting Is de-

fined by the same source as, "The art or system of making up or

stating --.ccounts; the body of principles underlying the keeping

-ind explanation of business accounts. Accounting draws from the

(Malta faralaked b vv kte oooKKeeper, inferences as to the condition



and conduct of the business."1 Accounting supplies a kit of tools

th. t may be used to aid in the science of investigating the condi-

tions and laws affecting the production and distribution of wealth.

The problem is to select and adapt the proper tools for the partic-

ular Job requirements.

Plan and Method of Approach

The lack of any considerable amount of published material on

the subject of accounting technique for the flour milling industry

leaves but one alternative in accumulating sufficient information:

that of personal interviews with men in the industry. The selec-

tion of persons and firms contacted was made with only one purpose

in mind: cooperation in obtaining the Information desired.

The results of the study are an cccumulation of knowledge

from personal interviews; published, typewritten, and mimeographed

material from whatever sources available. All written informa-

tion is cited in the bibliography at the end of the thesis.

Summary of Problem

In order to properly devise an accounting system for any

particular firm, the acoountant must first understand the nature

of business operations and any peculiarities which require special

attention. His general knowledge must be used as a basis for

particular applications to specific circumstances.

1 Uerriaa-Webster, Webster's New Colle^l; te Dictionary

(Springfield, Mass.: ;>. and C. Merri«m Company, 1949)

.



Milling operations and business practices necessitate special

applications of general principles. Selling and buying practices,

transit privileges, and hedging operations all require attention.

In a highly competitive field of endeavor, price and produc-

tion policies are particularly important to profitable operations.

Variations between actual and estimate costs must be carefully

determined and analyzed to predict future results of alternative

courses of action.

Price and production policies are inseparable. One is depend-

ent upon the other. Certain quantities will command only certain

prices, while certain prices will allow only certain quantities

to be sold.

Total revenue is determined by multiplying price by the number

of units sold. Total cost is determined by multiplying the cost

per unit by the number of units produced. The amount of profit is

determined by the excess of total revenue over total cost, and the

most profitable output will be at that quantity where marginal

revenue equals marginal cost.

To operate at a point that will maximize profits or minimize

losses, estimates must be made as to quantities and corresponding

prices.

The problem of estimating output and margins involves two

basic factors: (1) Costs of conversion and (2) the selling price,

which will provide the margin for conversion.



Conclusions

Costs of conversion per unit (labor and overhead costs of

converting wheat to flour and by-products) will depend upon the

level of output. The exact level of output is not known before

actual operations begin} therefore, a careful analysis of cost

estimates at various levels must be made. This problem may be ap-

proached by the use of a differential cost analysis. Differential

cost may be defined as the increase or decrease in total cost oc-

casioned by an increase or decrease in units produced and/or sold.

Onc& such an analysis is made, the probable costs of conversion

resulting from alternate courses of action can be determined and

will serve as a basis for decisions to be made in regard to sales.

Selling price, which provides the margin for conversion, is

estimated, at the time flour sales are booked on forward contract,

by means of an estimate cost sheet. The cost sheet shows esti-

mates of cost other than the cost of conversion. The difference

between the cost sheet estimates ana the selling price, determines

the estimate margin for conversion. A comparison of the estimates

of costs of conversion contained in the differential cost analysis

and the cost sheet margin for conversion will Indicate the estimate

profit or loss on any particular sale.

An estimate of probable results of future operations has thus

been determined.

Actual costs and margins will not always parallel estimates.

Effective managerial control requires that actual and estimate

costs be compared and variances analyzed, in order to test the



coordination and control of materials, the efficiency of plant,

machinery, and equipment, and as a basis for future price and

production policies.

It was contemplated that an estimate cost system, superimposed

upon a process cost accounting procedure, would be usable, as well

as practical, for a flour milling concern, the system to involve

the accumulation of actual and estimate costs in the ledger accounts

which will provide a means of comparing the estimates with actual

production costs.

The operation of a process cost system involves first the

departmentalization of the productive unit into production and

service departments in order that costs and responsibility for

costs may be determined. For purposes of discussion, the milling

concern was divided into four production departments and four serv-

ice departments. The production departments are: grain department,

milling department, flour packing department, and by-product pack-

ing department. The service departments aret traffic department,

maintenance department, general office, and selling department.

Causes of variance between actual and estimate cost must be

recognized prior to any proposed method of recording costs by an

estimate cost system. They may be outlined as follows:

1. The ownership of grain.

A. Quantity

a
J

Weight
b) Grade

B. Position

Quantity
Type
Trice



£. The production of flour and by-products.

A. Yield

h) Quantity
b) Grade
c) Price

B. Feed

aj Quantity
b) Type
c) Price

C. Clears

a.) Quantity
b) Grade
c) Price

3. Miscellaneous causes

A. Freight cost
B. Package costs
C. Ingredient costs
D. Labor and overhead costs

Any one, or any combination of the above variables, can cause

a discrepancy between actual results and estimate costs.

Estimate costs are recorded in the accounts by reference to

the cost sheet which shows estimates of cost other than the cost

of conversion and selling, and the differential cost analysis which

shows a detailed record of estimate costs of conversion. The cost

sheet also shows an estimate margin for conversion as a means of

comparison to the estimate costs of conversion shown in the differ-

entia! cost analysis.

Fig. 1 presents, in summary form, the accounts, and entries

therein, necessary to record the actual and estimate costs which

are brought together for pomparl-eon. Variances between actual and

estimate cost are determined by the account balances as Indicated.



Attention is called to the- fact that many ledger iccounts were pur-

posely eliminated from the summary. It was considered unnecessary

to include accounts in the outline that did not result in, or

present, a variance between actual and estimate cost.

Limitations

No accounting system is proven to be adequate until it has

been Installed and tested in conjunction with actual operations.

There are always certain matters that should work In theory, but

actual practice may indicate otherwise. Of necessity, this thesis

Is based, to a large degree, on theory.

The extent of clerical work necessary to operate the proposed

estlmste cost system may be prohibitive in many Instances. The

system, however, should lend itself well to systematized machine

accounting, which brings to mind that smaller concerns may be able

to pool their resources in order to provide the more expensive

sorting and tabulating machines, to be used Jointly. Necessary

information could be punched on cards at each firm's own office

and sent to e centrally located point for sorting and analysis.

Basic records and general accounting theories are ably pre-

sented and discussed by many authors of current accounting texts;

therefore, certain basic financial and subsidiary records were

mentioned only In passing, a complete accounting system would,

of course, require that such records be maintained.

No attempt has been made to present all possible reports that

may be required by management. The number, length, and detail of

managerial reports will depend upon, and vary with, the desires of

management.



GRAIN DEPARTMENT ACCOUNTS

Wheat Control

Wheat purchases (actual quantity Issued to mill (actual quantity
3 actual price) ^ estimate price)

Freight charges (origin to K.C. Inventory 9 market (theoretical
less mill to K.C.) cost)

Loss due to shrinkage

—Variance

—

(to Wheat Price Variance)

Wheat Price Variance

Trading Account

Balance
from

Wheat Control

Wheat Inventory

Loss
(on closed trades only)

Gain Inventory @ market
(theoretical cost)

FLOUR PACKING DEPARTMENT ACCOUNTS

Flour in Process

Estimate cost of wheat used (from
milling department Wheat in
Process)

Estimate cost of material, labor,
and overhead (added in the
milling department)

Estimate cost of wheat (less offal
credit), materials, labor, and
overhead (from the milling de-
partment) In filled flour
contracts

Estimate offal credit (on filled
contracts)

Estimate offal credit (in flour
on hand)

Estimate Inventory value (cost of
wheat-less offal credit-mate-
rials, labor, and overhead add-
ed in the milling department)

—Variance--
(to Lost Spoiled and Defective Work)

Flour
Materials in Process Labor in Process Overhead in Process Inventory

Actual
cost

Estimate
cost

Actual Estimate
cost cost

Actual
cost

Estimate
cost

Estimate
cost

—Variance— —Variance

—

Fig. 1. Summary of accounts anil entries.

-Variance

—



I

MILLING DEPAHTMENT ACCOUNTS

Wheat in Process >

:ual" cost of wheat used
Trom grain department
leat Control)

Estimate cost of wheat used
("actual" quantity, estimate
price)

—Variance

—

(to Wheat Quantity Variance)

trials in Process Labor in Process

lal Estimate
it coot

—Variance

—

Actual Estimate
cost cost

—Variance

—

Wheat Quantity Variance

Variance
from

Wheat in Process

Overhead in Process

Actual Estimate
cost cost

—Variance

—

BY-PRODUCTS ACCOUNTS

Offal Control

.mate offal credit (on

.lied contracts)

.mate offal credit (in flour
i hand) (revtirse before
ixt accounting period)

il Variance

rariance
from

'fal P & L

Offal Inventory

Inventory
® market

Offal Inventory @ market

Estimate cost of offal sold

Offal Profit and Loss

Estimate cost of
offal sold

Actual material,
labor, and over-
head co:;t

Sales
or

Requisitions from
feed department

—Varlance-

TRANSIT ACCOUNTS

Transit Control

iss freight paid to mill
.ght paid out to destination

islt Gain or Loss

Freight charged to customers
Transit cancellations

Transit Balance
Prepaid Transit

-Variance

—

Balance
from

Jislt Control FLOUR PACKING DEPARTMENT ACCOUNTS (continued)

Transit Balance

.mate cost

of Goods Sold Finished Goods

Estimate cost
of goods com-
pleted and
shipped

Lost Spoiled and Defective ','ork

Variance
1 rom

Flour in Process

n


